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Preface

This 1993 Annual Report from Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) to the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) describes research in environment and health conducted during fiscal year (FY) 1993.

This year, the report consists of four parts, each in a separate volume.

The four parts of the report are oriented to particular segments of the PNL program, describing
research performed for the DOE Office of Health and Environmental Research (OHER) within the

Office of Energy Research. In some cases, the volumes report on research funded by other DOE

components or by other governmental entities under interagency agreements. Each part consists of
project reports authored by scientists from several PNL research departments, reflecting the multi-
disciplinary nature of the research effort.

The parts of the 1993 Annual Report are as follows:

Part 1: Biomedical Sciences J.F. Park, Program Manager
A. L. Brooks, Report Coordinator
C. C. Lumetta, Editor

Part 2: Environmental Sciences R.E. Wildung, Program Manager
L. K. Grove, Editor

Part 3: Atmospheric Sciences W.R. Barchet, Program Manager
B. V. Johnston, Editor

Part 4: Physical Sciences L.A. Braby, Program Manager
S. L. Downs, Editor

Activities of the scientists whose work is described in this annual report are broader in scope than

the articles indicate. Throughout the year, PNL staff have responded to numerous requests from

DOE for planning, for service on various task groups, and for special assistance.

Credit for this annual report goes to the many scientists who performed the research and wrote the

individual project reports, to the program managers who directed the research and coordinated the

technical progress reports, to the editors who edited the individual project reports and assembled the

four parts, and to Ray Baalman, editor in chief, who directed the total effort.

T. S. Tenforde

Manager, Health and Environmental Research Program
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Foreword

The U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's) Office of Health and Environmental Research (OHER)
atmospheric sciences and carbon dioxide research programs provide the DOE with scientifically
defensible information on the local, regional, and global distributions of energy-related pollutants and
their effects on climate. This information is vital to the implementation of the Energy Policy Act of
1992. This volume reports on the progress and status of all OHER atmospheric science and climate
research projects at the Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL).

PNL has had a long history of technical leadership in the atmospheric sciences research programs
within OHER. Within the Environmental Sciences Division of OHER, the Atmospheric Chemistry
Program continues DOE's long-term commitment to understanding the local, regional, and global
effects of energy-related air pollutants. Research through direct measurement, numerical modeling,
and analytical studies in the Atmospheric Chemistry Program emphasizes the long-range transport,
chemical transformation, and removal of emitted pollutants, photochemically produced oxidant
species, nitrogen-reservoir species, and aerosols. The Atmospheric Studies in Complex Terrain
Program applies basic research on atmospheric boundary layer structure and evolution over inhomo-
geneous terrain to DOE's site-specific and generic mission needs in site safety, air quality, and
climate change.

Research at PNL provides basic scientific underpinnings to DOE's program of global climate
research. Research projects within the core carbon dioxide and ocean research programs are now
integrated with those in the Atmospheric Radiation Measurements, the Computer Hardware,
Advanced Mathematics and Model Physics, and Quantitative Links programs to form DOE's contri-
bution to the U.S. Global Change Research Program. Climate research in the Environmental
Sciences Division has the common goal of improving our understanding of the physical, chemical,
biological, and social processes that influence the Earth system so that national and international
policymaking relating to natural and human-induced changes in the Earth sysPm can be given a firm
scientific basis.

The description of ongoing atmospheric and climate research at PNL is organized in two broad
research areas:

• Atmospheric Research

• Climate Research.

This report describes the progress in fiscal year 1993 in each of these areas. A divider page
summarizes the goals of each area and lists the projects that support research activities.
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Atmospheric Research

Atmospheric research at PNL occurs in conjunction with the Atmospheric Chemistry Program
(ACP) and with the Atmospheric Studies in Complex Terrain (ASCOT) Program that are managed by
OHER's Environmental Sciences Division.

PNL has had a long history of program leadership in DOE atmospheric chemistry research.
FY 1993 was the first year in which the scientific director of the ACP was not at a DOE laboratory.

Dr. Jeremy M. Hales officially left PNL early in the year but continued as the science director of the

ACP. PNL staff continued to provide direct support to Dr. Hales and the ACP in many ways.
Major contributions are made to the ACP Monthly Update newsletter, which is distributed by PNL.
The "Some Literature Insights, Notes, and Nuances" column, a regular feature of the newsletter, is
produced at PNL. This column presents overviews of important topics in atmospheric chemistry that
are being discussed in the current scientific literature. PNL staff regularly interact with DOE staff on
emerging scientific issues pertaining to air quality, global chemistry, and ozone. Major AI2P plan-
ning documents were produced for DOE with the assistance of PNL staff: Overview of the DOE

Atmospheric Chemistry Program's Ozone Project (DOE/ER-0575T) and Atmospheric Chemistry Pro-

gram Program Operation Plan (DOE/ER-0586T). Support for non-DOE scientists to participate in
ACP planning exercises and field studies was provided through PHI,.

ACP research at PNL focuses on the fate of energy-related pollutants as they are transported and
processed in the atmosphere. In FY 1993, a major field study using the Gulfstream 1 research air-

craft investigated photochemical processes controlling ozone distributions over the western North
Atlantic Ocean. Chemical modeling studies and analyses of field study data from FY 1992 and
FY 1993 are focusing on the contribution of various ozone production and destruction processes to
the formation of the observed vertical profiles of ozone concentrations in the lower troposphere.

PNL conducts diversified research to support the ASCOT Program. A multiyear strategic plan for
ASCOT was a major accomplishment of this, the fifth, year that the scientific director of the program
was at PNL. All of PNL_s ASCOT projects contribute to the ASCOT focus on understanding the

complex boundary layer flow patterns that affect DOE's Rock Flats Plant near Denver, Colorado.
However, many projects address the processes by which complex terrain and energy exchanges over
heterogeneous surfaces govern the interaction of local airflows with large-scale synoptic circulations

in other areas such as DOE's I-Ianford Site near Richland, Washington; the Oak Ridge, Tennessee

area; and the Grand Canyon and Colorado Plateaus and Basins area in Arizona and Utah. Field
studies, emphasizing remote measurements of boundary layer structure, analytical studies of new and
historical data sets, and numerical modeling were applied to gain information and improve the under-
standing of these phenomena.

The following articles present summaries of the progress in FY 1993 under these research tasks:
• Continental and Oceanic Fate of Pollutants

• Research Aircraft Operations

• ASCOT Program Scientific Direction
• Atmospheric Diffusion in Complex Terrain

• Direct Simulation of Atmospheric Turbulence
• Interactions between Surface Exchange Processes and Atmospheric Circulations

• Coupling/Decoupling of Synoptic and Valley Circulations



Continental and Oceanic Fate of Pollutants

Principal Investigators: C. M. Berkowitz, R. D. Saylor, K. M. Busness, E. G.
Chapman, W. J. Shaw, and J. M. Thorp

The Atmospheric Chemistry Program (ACP) is one of DOE's multilaboratory programs of research
on atmospheric processes. The objective of the ACP is to provide information to DOE on the sources
of, the transformations undergone by, and the ultimate fate of airborne chemicals associated with
energy production.

A major emphasis of research activities during FY 1992 and FY 1993 was an investigation of the
production and distribution of ozone over the western North Atlantic Ocean. PNL scientists carried
out two major field programs over 2 years to evaluate the potential for long-range transport of ozone
that originated from North American emissions of oxides of nitrogen and volatile organic compounds
(VOC). This investigation consisted of modeling work and analysis of the data collected during the
field programs. A secondary effort of PNL scientists involved modeling studies of anthropogenic
aerosol distribution over the North Atlantic Ocean.

FY 1993 Accomplishments methodsandmodelingstudiesto assistin the
The primary objective for FY 1993 was to interpretation of field study results. A final

complete a measurement campaign over the objective was to develop a capability to analyze
western North Atlantic Ocean and coordinate field study data using a three-dimensional atmos-
PNL measurements with other institutes partici- pheric chemistry and transport model.
pating in the multiagency North Atlantic PNL scientists flew a total of 82 h with
Regional Experiment. The broad goal of this PNL's Gulfstream I (G-I) aircraft to collect data
program is to evaluate the fate of energy-related on ozone, peroxides, radon, sulfur dioxide, and
pollutants as they move over the ocean. Other aerosols over the eastern and northern parts of
organizations involved in this 1-month study the Gulf of Maine. Data collected during the
included the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 1-month field campaign will be used in conjunc-
Administration (NOAA), the Canadian Atmos- tion with observations taken at Yarmouth by
pheric Environment Service (AES), the National NOAA and the Canadian AES to describe
Center for Atmospheric Research, Brookhaven changes in the chemical properties of air moving
National Laboratory, and a number of univer- eastward from the coast of North America.
sities. PNL staff worked closely with scientists As part of its mission to foster new measure-
from the University of Minnesota, Lamont- ments capabilities, PNL's G-1 carried instrumen-
Doherty Geophysical Observatory of Princeton tation designed by Dr. Judy Weinstein-Lloyd
University, and the State University of New (SUNY-OId Westbury) to measure peroxides and
York at Old Westbury (SUNY-OId Westbury). charcoal filters designed by Dr. Fritz Zaucker

A secondary objective for FY 1993 was to (Lamont-Doherty) to measure radon gas.
analyzethe field data gathered over the western The measurements of gas-phase peroxides
North Atlantic Ocean during FY 1992. This were made using the recently developed non-
analysis is being carried out using both statistical enzymatic method, based on the fluorescence of



hydroxybenzoicacid produced from Fenton's for defining the "continentality"of air masses.
reagent in conjunctionwith the p-hydroxyphenyl- ACP scientists are considering a more extensive
acetic acid/peroxidase techniquefor total _Rn programthat would include more detailed
peroxides. Both methods were also applied to measurementsof the radonflux off the conti-
the determinationof peroxides in cloudwaterby nent, thus allowing estimates to be madeof the
Ms. Cathy Banic from the CanadianAES. The relative mixing of continental and maritimeair
measurementswere taken in both clean air and masses.

pollutedregions using the instrumentation Prior to PNL's participationin the FY 1993
onboardPNL's G-1. Clean-airperoxideconcen- study, a majoreffortwas directed at analyzing
trations averagedapproximately2 ppb, but results from last year's field program. Results
concentrationsas high as 9 ppb were observed, from 20 aircraftflightsbetween August 21 and
concomitantwith ozone concentrationsin excess September 14, 1992, over the North Atlantic
of 100 ppb in shallow layers over the ocean Ocean were examined. Measurementsof ozone,
south andwest of Halifax, Nova Scotia. Meas- sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, carbon monox-
urementsobtained from instrumentsboth on the ide, and total aerosol backscatterwere taken
aircraftandon the groundindicate that total between 90 m and 2.5 km above the sea surface,
peroxideis predominantlyhydrogenperoxide, extending over an 800-km radiusfrom Halifax.
with some contributionfrom methyl hydro- The mean ozone-mixing ratio was found gen-
peroxideand little, if any, hydroxymethyl erally to be greater above the top of the mixed
hydroperoxide, layer than near the sea surface. Measurements

Approximately 100 samples of _ were of nitrogendioxide showed a similar tendency.
takenduring 12 flights using a recently devel- No such trend toward greater values aloft were
oped samplingsystem designed by Dr. Zaucker. noted for carbon monoxide or backscatter. In
This new samplingsystem allowed up to almost all cases where elevated concentrationsof
12 samples to be taken on each flight by ozone aloft were found, there was a well-defined
adsorptionof radononto activated charcoal, boundary layerbelow. Synoptic meteorological
which was subsequently extracted andmeasured analyses indicatethat the greatest ozone-mixing
at the Halifax airport. Although all results must ratios occurred in the free tropospherewhen the
be considered preliminary at this time, samplingdomainwas under the influenceof
Dr. Zauckerreportsthat near-surface concentra- westerly flows from populated North America.
tions were approximately100 decays/min/m3 This pattern was not observed within the marine
over or near land andvery low concentrations boundarylayer. Possible mechanisms to account
(5 to 10 decays/min/m3) were found at 300 ft for the differencein the mixing ratio of ozone
when the G-1 was flying over the ocean. Sur- within and above the boundarylayer over the
prisingly high concentrations(approximately western North Atlantic Ocean include the
80 decays/min/m3) were observed at 5500 ft. In following:
severalflights, a minimumof 20 decays/min/m3
were measuredat 10,000 ft, with the _ con- • transfer of ozone from the stratosphere
centrationincreasingto 30 decays/minim3 at
18,000 ft. • source regions that are significantly different

Unusuallyhigh _ concentrationsoccurred for air at differentelevations
simultaneously with high pollutant concentrations
(e.g., sulfurdioxide). This has been taken as • air mass aging
confirmingthe applicabilityof _ as a tracer



s effect of clouds on gas-phasechemistry Laboratorycollaboratedon a comparisonof
throughthe dissolutionof soluble species and rapidresponsemeasurementsof sulfur dioxide
aqueous-phaseloss mechanisms from the TAGA aboardthe G-1 with rapid

response total sulfur sensors mountedat the 150-
• reductionsin solar radiationbelow a cloud and 250-m levels of the Boulder Atmospheric

layer. ObservatoryTower nearBoulder, Colorado.
The sulfur dioxide time series and spectrafrom

Evidence was also found to suggest that ozone the TAGA for those flights show muchthe same
associated with anthropogenic sources can be behavior as those for DMS collected over the
transportedsignificant distances within the North Atlantic Ocean. At this point, it is not
boundary layer, clear whether the source of the noise is inherent

On several flights during the 1992 field work in the TAGA and whether the noise can be sig-
in Halifax, a quadrupole mass spectrometer nificantly reduced. The presence of noise in the
(Trace Atmospheric Gas Analyzer [TAGA]) was TAGA time series does not necessarily make the
operated in a fast sampling mode in an effort to instrument unusable for making direct measure-
measure turbulent fluctuationsof dimethylsulfide ments of turbulent fluxes. However, flightpat-
(DMS) (Berkowitz et al. 1993; Busness et al. terns would have to be modified and sampling ....
1993). At the same time, the gust probe sam- paths lengthened to overcome the effect of noise
pied turbulent variations in vertical velocity, in the calculations. During FY 1994, a con-
During 1993, the high-frequency (up to 5 Hz) certed effortwill be made to precisely define the
behavior in these two variables was analyzed to high-frequency characteristicsof the TAGA.
determine whether their covariance (the so-called The chemical modeling activitieswithin the
eddy-correlationtechnique) can be used to yield ACP during FY 1993 have been performeden-
a direct measurement of vertical flux of DMS tirely in support of the 1-month field campaign.
(or other trace species measured by the TAGA) Initially, chemical box model studies were
resulting from turbulence. Data were sampled at carriedout to assist in the interpretationand
a rate of 100 s", averaged to 10 s1, and ana- analysis of the gas-phase chemical measurements
lyzed using Fourier time-seriesanalysis tech- made over the North Atlantic Ocean. Primarily,
niques. Powerdensity spectra of vertical the box model studies were used to discount
velocity showed expected behavior,based on several photochemically based hypotheses that
well-established performancecharacteristics for were put forwardto explain the pollutant layer-
the gust probe installed on the G-1 aircraft. The ing phenomenon observed during the field study.
time series from straight and level flight legs Additionally, the box model simulations were
within the atmosphericboundary layer suggest used to confirmthe internal consistency of the
that there was considerable high-frequency noise gas-phase chemical measurements made during
in the DMS data, and this was confirmedby the the campaign.
power density spectra. Profiles of DMS from Further model simulationshave been per-
the surface to altitudes above the atmospheric formed with a one-dimensional version of a
boundary layer showed relatively large values of comprehensive photochemical model based on
DMS within the atmospheric boundary layer and the STEM-II model of Carmichael et al. (1991).
an appropriately rapiddecrease through the cap- These simulations were performed to explore
ping inversion to significantly smaller free other possible physical mechanisms for the
atmosphere values, origin of vertical pollutant layering. These

Following the field work in Halifax in 1992, mechanisms were primarily concerned with one-
scientists from PNL and Argonne National dimensional boundary layer and dry deposition



processesand their roles in stratifyingpollutant turnwere comparedto estimates of aerosol
profiles. Analysis of these simulationsis con- opticaldepth, based on satellite observations
tinuing;however, initial results indicatethat the from the NOAA-9 AdvancedVery High Resolu-
combinationof photochemistryandsimple one- tion Radiometer(Wageneret al. 1994). The
dimensionalboundarylayerprocesses cannot motivationof this work is to define confidence
fully accountfor the profiles observed over the bounds for models describing the spatial, tempo-
NorthAtlanticOcean in FY 1992. ral, and physicochemicalvariations of aerosols

Other modeling activities within the ACP in- prior to their use for scientific or policy-related
eludedthe implementationandtesting of acom- purposes. It has been postulated that scattering
prehensive, super-regional-scalechemical model, of sunlightby anthropogenic aerosols can sig-
based on the STEM-IIregional-scalemodel of nificantlyreducethe amountof solar energy
Carmichaelet al. (1991). This model, STEMG, absorbedby the climate system. Althoughthe
has been designed to performthree-dimensional resultsmust be regardedas preliminary,they
chemicalmodel simulations over continental- demonstrateda gener_ correspondencebetween
sized domains. Plans were formulatedto use the simulationsandobservationsin regions contami-
model to simulatethe August-September1992 natedby anthropogenicsulfur aerosol. Biases
timeperiod over a domainencompassingeastern evident in other regions could be expJainedit
North Americaand the North Atlantic Ocean. terms of either aerosols not considered in the

Meteorologicaland emissions datafor these simulationor potentially correctabledeficiencies
simulationsare beingprepared, in the sulfur model.

Several related modeling studies were also
carriedout duringFY 1993. PNL staff have Goals for FY 1994
prepareda paper (to be publishedin FY 1994) The majoreffortplanned for FY 1994 is to
thatgives an overview of the state of regional- completethe analysis of datacollected duringthe
scale modeling. This paper presents limitations FY 1992 andFY 1993 field campaigns. Model-
on comprehensivetroposphericchemistry/ ing work, using the STEMG code, will form the
transportmodels within the context of a set of centerof this analysis, with continuedempirical
issues currently facing the environmentalscien- studies as presented in Berkowitzet al. (1993).
tific andpolicy-makingcommunities. A number Completionof manuscriptsin progress will be
of improvementsarediscussed in a prioritized the focus of this effort, as this program is
mannerincludingfeedbackprocesses between broughtto completionat the end of FY 1994.
meteorologyand chemistry; aerosol formation in A hypothesis is being investigated that relates
clouddevelopmentwith subsequenteffects on subsidencefrom anticyclonic surface circulations
wet removal, dry deposition, andsurface to the elevatedmixing ratiosof ozone that were
exchange processes; and impactsof chemical observed aloft above the marine boundarylayer
perturbationson radiation, climate, and weather, during the FY 1992 and FY 1993 field cam-

PNL scientists worked with staffat Brook- paigns. We will use a one-dimensionalbound-
havenNationalLaboratoryto use meteorological arylayer model used in conjunctionwith a
fields from the EuropeanCentre for Medium- simple ozone photochemistryscheme to test this
Range Weather Forecaststo drive a modified theory. Analyses of measurementstaken from
versionof the PNL global chemistry model PNL's G-1 aircraftwould form the basis for the

(Lueckenet al. 1991) applied to the atmospheric initial conditionsfor the modeling study.
sulfurcycle. The resulting sulfatefields were A secondhypothesis to be investigatedsug-
used to calculateaerosol optical depths, which in gests that a corridorfor pollutanttransport from

4



North America to Europe may exist at northern 1992 Atmospheric Chemistry Program." In
latitudes. Data to test this hypothesis were Pacific Northwest Laboratory Annual Report for

collected during FY 1993 and will be evaluated 1992 to the DOE OJ_iceof Energy Research,

during FY 1994. Part 3: Atmospheric and Climate Research,
A primary focus of the analysis of the pp. 3-9. PNL-8500 Pt. 3, Pacific Northwest

FY 1992 and FY 1993 field campaign data will Laboratory, Richland, Washington.
be the use of the three-dimensional version of

STEMG. Simulations will be performed for Busness, K. M., R. V. Hannigan, S. D.
time periods covering both the FY 1992 and Tomich, O. B. Abbey, and W. A. Garrity.

FY 1993 field campaigns over the western North 1993. "Research Aircraft Operations." In
Atlantic Ocean. Initial simulations will employ Pacific Northwest Laboratory Annual Report for

meteorological data obtained from NOAA's 1992 to the DOE O_ice of Energy Research,

medium-range forecast synoptic analysis system Part 3: Atmospheric and Climate Research,
for August and September 1992. These simula- pp. 9-12. PNL-8500 Pt. 3, Pacific Northwest
tions will be performed using a relatively coarse Laboratory, Richland, Washington.

grid resolution and will serve to complete the
development of the STEMG model for field Carmichael, G. R., L. K. Peters, and R. D.

study support. Fine-grid production simulations Saylor. 1991. "The STEM-II Regional-Scale
for the western North Atlantic Ocean for both Acid Deposition and Photochemical Oxidant
FY 1992 and FY 1993 will be performed using Model - I. An Overview of Model Development
meteorological data obtained from the European and Applications." Atmos. Environ. 25A:2077-
Centre for Medium-Rang_ Weather Forecasts. 2090.

The purposes of these simulations will be three
fold: 1) to identify and characterize the origin Lueeken, D. J., C. M. Berkowitz, and R. C.

of the highest pollutant concentrations observed Easter. 1991. "Use of a Three Dimensional
during the FY 1992 and FY 1993 field cam- Cloud-Chemistry Model to Study the Trans-
paigns, 2) to estimate the potential for long- atlantic Transport of Soluble Sulfur Species."

range transport of photochemical pollutants from J. Geophys. Res. 96:22477-22490.
North America to Europe, and 3) to further

explore possible mechanisms for the observed Wagener, R., R. S. Nemesure, C. M.

pollutant layering. Benkovitz, S. E. Schwartz, C. M. Berkowitz,
and S. J. Ghan. 1994. "Cloud-Free Aerosol
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Research Aircraft Operations

Principal Investigator: K. M. Busness

Other Investigators: O. B. Abbey, W. A. Garrity, R. V. Hannigan, and
M. J. Warren

To fulfill a number of importantnational andDOE goals related to understandingthe transportand
transformationof energy-relatedpollutants and their impacton global climate issues, PNL operatesa
GulfstreamI (G-l) aircraftto obtaindiagnosticenvironmentalmeasurementsaloft. The G-1 aircraft
serves as an advancedairbornesamplingplatform,with the capacityto accommodatea wide variety
of instrumentationin supportof field programsdedicatedto achieving DOE's informationneeds
relatedto NationalEnergy Policy Act of 1992, and, more specifically, to supporting objectives of the
AtmosphericChemistryProgram(ACP).

FY 1993 Activities • fast-responseabsolutehumidityhygrometer
In August and September1993, the G-1 air-

craft was deployed to the western North Atlantic • infraredsurface temperaturepyrometers
Ocean to participatein DOE's ACP field study
conductedcollaborativelywith other participants • ultrafineparticlecondensationnucleus counter
in the multiagencyNorth AtlanticRegional
Experiment. Fourteen flights were conducted in • developmentof an onboard220-VAC power
support of ACP objectives (described elsewhere system
in this report) from a base of operationslocated
at Halifax, Nova Scotia. In the FY 1993 field • enhancements to the aircraft'sdataacquisition
study, fundingfor aircrafthours was provided system to improvespeed and data-recording
from the Research AircraftOperationsProgram capacityand to providedata anti-aliasingfor
rather than from PNL's ACP (Continentaland high-speed data conversion.
Oceanic Fateof Pollutants). This was partof a
transitionto the operational concept to be used Future Requirements/Applications
in the future, and is discussed in Future A new concept for PNL aircraft operations is
Requirements/Applications. being implemented to enhance access to the air-

A number of new equipment acquisitions/ craft by the DOE atmospheric research corn-
installations/applications to enhance airborne munity and to more effectively use aircraft and
measurements have occurred or are currently equipment resources. In FY 1995, the G-1 air-
under way. These include the following: craft and associated measurement instrumentation

will be operated as a DOE "Research Aircraft
• improved dew-point system Facility" that will be made available to ACP

researchers who require its use. The Research
• two-dimensionalgrey-seals optical particle Aircraft Facility will consist of the G-I aircraft,

probe



numerous onboard airborne measurement instru- uses a multi-antenna array to determine aircraft
ments, a flight crew, and technical support per- attitude (azimuth, pitch, and roll angles), in

sonnel for installations, field operations, and addition to geographic position. The system, a
in-field/post-field data processing. Trimble Advanced Navigation Sensor Vector

As outlined in the 1993 ACP Program receiver, will replace an aging Inertial Naviga-
Announcement (DOE 1993a), approximately tion System currently installed in the G-1
250 h of G-1 aircraft time will be made available aircraft. Relative to the Inertial Navigation

annually, funded separately from within ACP System, the new system is approximately
rather than from specific projects. The DOE 25 times lighter in weight, requires approxi-
will review technical feasibility and award flight mately 10 times less space, and consumes

time for proposals requiring use of the aircraft, approxiwately 60 times less power. The system
Proposals will be submitted a minimum of will be used in conjunction with a gust probe to
1 year in advance of expected aircraft use to determine vertical/horizontal winds and to pro-
allow effective coordination and scheduling of vide platform attitude data for corrections to

aircraft and equipment by the Research Aircraft radiation sensor measurements.
Facility. It is expected that the G-1 aircraft will It is anticipated that researchers who are

operate in each of the suggested field campaigns successful in acquiring aircraft hours will also
described in the ACP Program Announcement. bring other new instrument capabilities to the
It is also anticipated that collaborative aircraft aircraft. However, it is important to continue to

measurements by potential users will be coordi- upgrade the measurement capabilities inherent to
nated within those major campaigns, though spe- the Research Aircraft Facility and, insofar as is

cific, single-purpose uses will also be possible, allowed by prog_.'rn and/or capital funding, to
In addition to suggested field measurement improve instrumentation for faster-response and

campaigns listed in the ACP's Program Opera- higher-sensitivity measurements of variou_

tion Plan (DOE 1993b) to be conducted in the ambient species.
coastal eastern Pacific (1994-1995) and the
southwestern U.S. (1996-1997), it is anticipated References
that the G-1 aircraft will participate in a U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). 1993a.
dedicated ultraviolet-B ozone study to be con- Atmospheric Chemistry Program Announcement

ducted in conjunction with the Atmospheric for Department of Energy National Laboratories.
Radiation Measurement Program's Southern Washington, D.C.

Great Plains test site. This will probably occur

during FY 1996. U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). 1993b.
The acquisition and installation of an Atmospheric Chemistry Program - Program

advanced satellite navigation system in the G-1 Operation Plan. DOE/ER-0586T, Washington,
aircraft are expected in FY 1994. This system is D.C.
a state-of-the-art Global Positioning System that



ASCOT Program Scientific Direction

Principal Investigator: J. C. Doran

The objective of the ASCOT Program Scientific Direction project is to provide scientific leadership
and coordination for the activitie, of DOE's Atmospheric Studies in Cor_plex Terrain (ASCOT)

program.

FY 1993 Accomplishments Dr. Elderkin traveled to Athens, Greece, to

The principal activities for the fiscal year consult with Dr. John Bartzis at the National
included the following: Center for Scientific Research. They discussed

analyses of the meteorological and tracer data

* collaboration with European scientists collected during a 1991 field experiment in
Colorado's Front Range near DOE's Rocky

• meeting of ASCOT Science Team in Flats Plant. Also, Dr. Elderkin presented a
February 1993 paper in Athens that discusses the complex flow

structures found near the Rocky Flats Plant.

• establishing a Scientific Oversight Group to
provide critiquesof ASCOT activities ASCOT Science Team Meeting

A meeting was organized for all ASCOT

• preparation of a proposal solicitation for scientists in February 1993 in Salt Lake City,
future ASCOT research Utah. Participants presented results of their

work in the previous year, including simulations

• presentation of an overview of the ASCOT of tracer dispersion near the Rocky Flats Plant in
program to a meeting of the American Colorado, measurements of complex layered

Nuclear Society flows from canyons near and downwind of the
Rocky Flats Plant, four-dimensional data assimi-

* planning for a modelers' workshop in lation simulations of Front Range meteorology,

November 1993 simulations of thermally induced flows over
idealized terrain landforms, and studies of

• support for meteorological measurements in regional drainage winds in Colorado and
the Front Range region of Colorado. Washington. Plans were made for an extended

experimental campaign in the Front Range dur-

Collaboration with European Scientists ing the summer and fall of 1993. The merits of
In October 1993, Dr. Charles E. Elderkin various locations for radar wind profilers and

presented a paper that describes ASCOT sodars to be used during this period were

research in transport and dispersion in debated and sites were identified.
Colorado's Front Range at the Third Inter-

national Workshop on Decision Making Support Scientific Oversight Group
for Offsite Emergency Management, Schloss Three scientists, two from universities and
Elmau, Bavaria, Germany. In July 1993, one from the private sector, were invited to



participateasmembersof a ScientificOversight Modelers' Workshop
Group for the ASCOT program. The group In responseto anotherof the Scientific
attendedthe Science Team meeti_,_andprovided Oversight Group's suggestions, preparations
verbaland written feedback on their reactionsto were madefor a modelers' workshopto be held
the meeting and suggestions for future activities, in SantaFe, New Mexico, in November 1993.
Based on their recommendations, it was decided Agreement was reachedamongpotential partici-
that future fundingof ASCOT researchwouldbe pantsconcerningthe set of simulationsto be
based on competitive proposalssubmitted by carriedout. The results of several approachesto
individual investigators. Additionalrecommen- modeling dispersionprocesses will be presented
dations were madefor future comparisonsof and some comparisonswill be made of the rela-
modeling results, tire strengths andweaknesses of particular

methods.

Proposal Solicitation
Startingin FY 1995,fundingof ASCOTre- Support for Meteorological

searchwill bebasedon competitiveproposals Measurements
submittedby scientists from various federal The National Oceanic and Atmospheric
laboratories. This marksa distinct change from Administration'sEnvironmentalTechnology
previous practice, in which continuedfunding Laboratory,formerly the Wave Propagation
was not determinedby external peer review of Laboratory,has maintainedclose ties with
proposedwork. A solicitation, describing the ASCOT over the last decade andmore. To take

scope of the contemplated work, was prepared advantageof the opportunities provided by their
and distributedin June for comments. Funding remote-sensingcapabilities, funds were provided
will be divided between approvedprojects on the to the EnvironmentalTechnology Laboratoryto
basis of peer-reviewed proposals and directed operate three radar profilers and one radio
research activities, which are those activities acoustic sounding system in the mountains and
necessary to maintain an infrastructure to sup- plains to the north of the Rocky Flats Plant.
port the program. Examples of the latter include These instruments formed an integral part of the
the operation of remote-sensing instruments, field measurement campaign carried out in the
such as radar profilers and sodars; the mainte- region during August through October 1993.
nance of a central data collection and distribution Data from the profiler array will be used to
system; and program coordination, study the large-scale flow patterns affecting the

meteorology of the area.
Overview Presentation

In September 1993, a paper was presented at Future Activities
a topicalmeetingof the AmericanNuclear Reviewerswill berecruitedto providepeer
Societyin Charleston,SouthCarolina(Doran reviewsof the researchproposals,whichwereto
1993). Themeetingfocusedon environmental be receivedby mid-October1993. A further
transportanddosimetryandfeatureda number reviewwill beprovidedby a panelconvenedin
of presentationsby ASCOTscientists.An mid-December1993,and the resultswill beused
overviewof the ASCOTactivitiesrelevantto to helpdeterminewhichproposalsareto be
thisareaof concernwasdeliveredat the fundedfor the periodFY 1995through
meeting. FY 1997. In January 1994, an invited paper,



describing ASCOT's contributionsto dispersion Topical Meeting on Environmental Transport
modeling, will be presented at an American and Dosimetry, August 31-September 3, 1993,
Meteorological Society meeting. The annual Charleston, South Carolina. American Nuclear
meeting of the Science Team will be convened Society, La Grange Park, Illinois.
again in February 1994 in Salt Lake City. Dis-
cussion of future measurement campaigns in the Elderkin, C. E. 1992. "Transport and Disper-
Front Range region will begin at that time, as sion in Complex Terrain." Presented at the
will discussions of possible future directions of Third International Workshop on Decision Mak-
the ASCOT Program. A reportsummarizing ing Support for Offsite Emergency Management,
ASCOT activities in the 1991 fieldexperiment in October 25-30, 1992, Schloss Elmau, Bavaria,
the Front Range region will be completed and Germany.
published. Support may once again be provided
for meteorologicalmeasurements in the Front Elderkin, C. E. 1993. "Recent ASCOT Experi-
Range; details will be determined after the ments in Multi-Layered Flows." Presented at
Science Team meeting, the National Center for Scientific Research,

July 19-23, 1993, Athens, Greece.
References
Doran, J. C. 1993. "An Overview of the
ASCOT Program." In Proceedings of the
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Atmospheric Diffusion in Complex Terrain

Principal Investigators: K. J. AIIwine and J. M. Hubbe

The purposes of the Atmospheric Diffusion in Complex Terrain (ADICT) program are to develop an

understanding of the physical processes governing atmospheric transport and diffusion in complex
terrain and to describe these processes with appropriate numerical and/or conceptual models. Such

models are required for realistically assessing the potential and actual environmental impacts arising
from utilization of energy resources and for analyzing and predicting the fate of pollutants released

routinely or accidentally into the atmosphere. In addition, this understanding can lead to parameteri-
zations of subgrid-scale exchange processes in regional- to global-scale models.

The objectives of the ADICT program include 1) the identification of the forcing mechanisms
responsible for the observed wind, turbulence, and temperature structures in cc'nplex terrain; 2) the

analysis and application of field and numerical model data to assess the relative importance of such
mechanisms and their effects on atmospheric transport and diffusion; 3) the development, testing, and
application of numerical and conceptual models capable of describing and predicting the behavior of

the winds, temperatures, and atmospheric constituents in regions of interest; and 4) the presentation of

, results at scientific meetings and in peer-reviewed journals.

The ADICT program maintains an integrated approach for accomplishing the research objectives,
including field observations, data analysis, theoretical investigations, and numerical modeling. The
research during FY 1993 has added to our basic knowledge of transport in the atmospheric boundary
layer, led to an improved understanding and modeling of atmospheric dispersion in mountain valleys,
and contributed to understanding the interaction of ambient and locally generated wind systems and
the effect on dispersion.

FY 1993 Accomplishments Rocky Flats Plant (RFP) site were investi-
The following outlines the specific objectives gated. Results were presented at two con-

accomplished in FY 1993: ferences (Hubbe and AUwine 1993a, 1993b).

• Mathematical definitions of atmospheric • Research on identifying and characterizing the
stagnation, recirculation, and ventilation physical processes dominating dispersion in
applicable to single-station wind measure- valleys was published (Allwine 1993); the

ments are described and investigated in a paper gives results from the 1984 ASCOT
paper accepted for publication (Allwine and Brush Creek valley experiment

Whiteman 1993)
• A valley atmospheric diffusion model,

• Analyses continued on the meteorological VALDRIFT, was developed jointly with the
data collected during the 1991 Atmospheric U.S. Forest Service. The model successfully
Studies in Complex Terrain (ASCOT) pro- simulated the continuous ground-level tracer
gram's Front Range study. The influence on plume from the 1984 ASCOT Brush Creek

dispersion of canyon flows issuing onto the
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valley tracer experiment. A descriptionof These integralquantities,because they are cal-
the model is being preparedfor publication, culated from dataat single stations, provide

useful characterizationsof the flow at individual
* Undera joint effort with the other ASCOT measurementpoints, but are true measuresof the

programs, PNL participatedin a fall 1993 transportof a plume only underidealized homo-
meteorologicalstudy in the Front Range geneous wind conditions.
region. The regional flows and the canyon The utility of these single-station measuresfor
flows in the vicinity of RockyFlats were characterizingthe air pollution transportpoten-
studiedwith a networkof remote-sensing tial of an airshedwas _nvestigatedusing
instruments. 3 months of hourlysurface and radarprofiler

measurementsof horizontalwind speed and
o Improvementswere made to the PGEM$ directioncollected at three locations in the

complex terraindispersionmodel by allowing ColoradoPlateaus Basin region of Arizonadur-
it to operatein a nested fashion. This ing the winter of 1990. A surface stationlocated
enabledthe terraineffectsnear the source to on a sheltered basin floor and exposed to diurnal
be resolved at a finerscale, while still wind systems experiencedstagnations62 % of
maintaininga large enough domainfor the time, recirculations34% of the time, and
regionaltransportestimates, in additionto ventilations8% of the time; whereas, a surface
maintainingshort computationtimes neces- stationlocated on the south rim of the Grand
sary for emergency response applications. Canyon and exposed to synoptic-scalewind sys-
The model will be applied to the Rocky Flats ternsexperienced stagnations 8% of the time,
site. r_irculations 4% of the time, and ventilations

35% of the time. A radar profiler station, meas-
During June 1993, Dr. Rolland Hauserof uring winds to several hundred meters above the
California State University, Chico, floor of the Grand Canyon, experienced stagna-
California, began a year-long Associated tions approximately 20% of the time and recir-
WesternUniversities Northwest faculty culations approximately 25% of the time during
appointmentat PNL to collaborate with the winter at heights up to ---400 m above the
Drs. Allwine and Whiteman in their ASCOT ground; above this height, to levels near 1100 m
programs. Dr. Hauserbegan investigating above the ground (the approximate height of
the variations in atmospheric turbulence levels surroundingplateaus), the frequency of stagna-
as a function of landformtype. Preliminary tions and recirculations dropped rapidly, and the
re,suits were prepared for presentation at a frequency of ventilations ranged from 40% to
1994 conference. 70%.

Measures of Stagnation, Recirculation, Complex Flows in the Vicinity of Rocky
and Ventilation Flats

Mathematicaldefinitionsof integralquantities A networkof towers and ground-based
used to characterize the stagnation,recirculation, sodars, continuouslyoperatedby the ASCOT
and ventilation potentialof various airsheds were investigatorssince January 1991, was instru-
developed. These integralquantitiescan be cal- mental in identifyingcomplex flow features in a
culatedfrom wind data collected at fixed-time very complicatedterrainsetting in thevicinity of
intervalsandat fixed heights in the atmosphere, the RFP nearBoulder, Colorado. One feature
and can be calculated, for example, from data identifiedwas the influenceof a cold-airjet
from ground..basedremote wind profilers, issuing from a nearbycanyon (the Coal Creek
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canyon) in the FrontRange onto the Rocky Flats applicableunderrelatively cloud-free, undis-
bench and sweeping across the bench at various turbed, synoptic conditionsand is configuredto
times throughoutthe night, influencingthe winds operatethroughat least one diurnalcycle for a
(and thus the tracerconcentrations) at the RFP. single valley.
The second importantfeaturewas the layeringof The model computes the concentrationfields
nighttimeflows over the valley to the east of the for time-varyingpoint and line sources located in
RFP. This has the implicationthat the ground- a valley. The basic computationalapproachused
level tracerreleased from the RFP became ele- in the model is to solve a one-dimensional

rated as it traveled to the east awayfrom the (along-valley) species conservationequationfor
RFP. These flow phenomenacan significantly each of a numberof "flowtubes"aligned along
influencethe transportof released materialfrom the valley axis. Lateraland vertical turbulent
the RFP and, consequently,need to be identified diffusion, variable emissions, deposition, and
for accurateassessments of the consequencesof chemical transformationsare treatedas source/
a release, sink terms in the species conservationequation.

A meteorological field experimentwas begun In additionto conservingspecies mass within the
duringJuly 1993, in collaborationwith other flowtubes, the model also conserves total air
ASCOT investigators, in which a networkof mass, both for the along-valleyflow in each
sodars and radarprofilersfor measuringwinds flowtubeandfor the entire valley, using the air
was installed for continuousoperationin the mass conservationequation. The valley is
FrontRange area. Furtherinvestigations into approximatedby a series of cross sections in
the interactionsof the various atmosphericscales which the valley floor width, sidewall angles,
of motion in the vicinity of Rocky Flats will be elevationof the valley floor, and elevation of the
undertakenwith this new dataset. ridgetops are specified.

Valley Dispersion Model Mesoscale Dispersion Model
A valley atmospherictransportand dispersion A mesoscale transport and diffusion model

model, VALDRIFT, was tested using the tracer was testedfor applicationto the tracerrelease
data from the 1984 ASCOT study in Brush during the 1991 ASCOT FrontRange study.
Creekvalley, Colorado. The results from simu- This model will be used to help identify and
lations of tracerconcentrations in Brush Creek understandthe dominantprocesses affecting
valley compared quitewell with the observed dispersion in the vicinity of Rocky Flats.
distributionfrom a tracerexperiment. This PGEMS is primarily for emergencyresponse
model, though initially developed for the U.S. applicationsin regions of nonuniformterrain, is
Forest Service to determinethe extent of drift fully documentedand operationally tested, runs
from aerial pesticide sprayingactivities, has a on personalcomputers, andhas been validated
wide applicationfor short-termpredictionof using tracer and meteorological data from
atmospherictransport and dispersionin well- experimentsconducted in a complex terrain
definedmountainvalleys with relatively steep region near SanLuis Obispo, California. A
sidewalls. The model is phenomenological;that three-dimensionaldiagnostic wind model is used
is, the dominantmeteorologicalprocesses gov- in PGEMS to specify the time- and space-
erningthe behavior of the valley atmosphereare varying winds over the modeling domain. A
formulated explicitly in the model, albeit in a special featureof the wind model is that it
highly parameterizedfashion. This model is accounts for flow channelingand blocking from
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major terrain features duringstable atmospheric help better understand the complex flows affect-
conditions. PGEMS predicts ground-level con- ing dispersionaround the RFP. In addition, the
centrations and deposition fields of air contami- PGEMS me,soscale model will be applied to the
nants released from point sources. Both wet and tracerdata from the 1991 Front Range study to
dry deposition and radioactive decay of the assist in understandingthe dominant processes
released material can be treated. A Lagrangian affecting dispersion in the vicinity of the RFP.
puff formulation is used to describethe concen-
tration fields. PGEMS is applicableat source- References

to-receptor transport distances from a few Allwine, K.I. 1993. "AtmosphericDispersion r
hundred met_,rsto a few hundredkilometers, and TracerVentilation in a Deep Mountain

A three-dimensional wind model is used in Valley." J. Appl. Meteor. 32:1017-1037.
PGEMS to specify the time- and space-varying
winds over the modeling domain. The wind Allwine, K. ]., and C. D. Whiteman. 1993.
model is a diagnostic tool and uses upper air and "Single-Station Integral Measures of Atmos-
surface meteorologicaldata as input. Some pheric Stagnation, Recirculation and Venti-
dynamic effects are treated in a highly parame- lation." Atmos. Environ. (in press).
terized fashion in the flow model. For example,
flow channeling and blocking from terrain lea- Hubbe, J. M., and K. J. AUwine. 1993a.
tures during stable atmospheric conditions are "Observationsof Winds Near Rocky Flats Under
treated using the concept of a dividing streamline Stable Conditions." Presented at the ASCOT
height. Nighttime drainage flows are also Science Meeting, February 9-11, 1993, Salt
accounted for by specifying the surface winds as Lake City, Utah. PNL-SA-21892A, Pacific
a function of terrain slope and orientation. The Northwest Laboratory, Richland, Washington.
model can be run in a nested mode, allowing for
finer resolution near the source while covering a Hubbe, J. M., and K. J. Allwine. 1993b.
broader region without exceeding typical mem- "Mesoscal¢ Meteorological Measurements Char-
ory and resources of personal computers, acterizing Complex Flows." Preprints, Environ-

mental Transport and Dosimetry, August 31-
Future Studies September 3, 1993, Charleston, South Carolina,

Analyses of the meteorological data collected pp. 47-51. American Nuclear Society, La
during the fall 1993 Colorado Front Range Grange Park, Illinois.
experiment near the RFP will be performed to
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Direct Simulation of Atmospheric Turbulence

Principal Investigator: J. C. Doran

The objective of the Direct Simulationof Atmospt-3ricTurbulence(DSAT)project is to use advanced
numericalmodels to simulate complex nonlineardynamicsin atmosphericflows. In addition, in
cooperationwith other PNL programs,the DSAT projectjointly supportsactivities of DOE's
AtmosphericStudies in ComplexTerrain (ASCOT-)program in experimentaland analytical studies of
atmosphericdynamics and their effectson diffusionof atmosphericpollutants.

FY 1993 Accomplishments flows in the Pacific Northwestand submission
In FY 1993, the principalaccomplishmentsof of a paper to the MonthlyWeatherReview

DSAT includedthe following: (Doran and Zhong 1993).

• continuedsupportof Mr. JamesC. Barnard's Simulation of Turbulence in Stably
graduateresearchprograminnumericalsimu- Stratified Flows
lationsof stable turbulent boundarylayer The DSAT project has been supportingMr.
flows Barnard'sgraduate researchat the Universityof

Washington aimed at understandingthe turbulent
• support (with one other ASCOT project) of a dynamics of stable flows in the atmosphere. In

post-doctoral appointment for Dr. Shiyuan FY 1993, a linear stability analysis of the stably
Zhong to work in the Boundary Layer Mete- stratified Ekman layer was performedthat
orology Group at PNL demonstratedthat the vertical penetration of

unstable motion increases as N, the Brunt-
• support (with two other ASCOT projects) for V11isltliifrequency, increases. If this enhanced

operation of two sodars and one 915-MHz vertical penetration carriesover to the fully
radarwind profiler with a radio acoustic turbulent flow regime, then for N greater than a
sounding system in the Front Range region of certain critical value, stably stratifiedEkman
Colorado layers would become thicker than neutrally

stratified Ekman layers. A direct numerical
• completion of an analysis and numerical simulation of the turbulent flow will be per-

simulationstudy (in cooperationwith one formed to determine if such thickeningoccurs.
other ASCOT project)of the interactionof If it is found, stableboundarylayer theories may
valley and ambient winds in the Tennessee have to be extended to include this effect.
Valley and submissionof a paperto the
Journalof AppliedMeteorology(Whiteman Post-Doctoral Support
and Doran 1993) Dr. Zhong began a I-year term on an Associ-

ated WesternUniversities Northwestpost-
• completionof an analysis andnumerical doctoral appointmentlate in FY 1992. DSAT

simulationstudyof regional-scaledrainage shared the cost of the first full year at PNL with
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anotherASCOTresearchproject. In DSAT, effects of the proposed mechanisms. Agreement
Dr. Zhong carried out a series of numerical between simulated and observed behavior was
simulationswith ColoradoStateUniversity's generally good, and the model results identified
Regional AtmosphericModeling System on additional featuresthat may also contributeto
regionaldrainagewinds in the Pacific the observed behavior of the valley winds. A
Northwest. paper describingthe results was completedand

acceptedfor publicationby the Journalof
Sodar and Profiler Operation Applied Meteorology(Whitemanand Doran

The ASCOT programis currentlyfocusing its 1993).
attentionon the FrontRange region of Colorado,
nearDOE'sRockyFlatsPlant(RFP). Aspart Regional Drainage Flows in the Pacific
of the effortto assessthe characteristicsof Northwest

drainage winds emanatingfrom canyons in the A paperwas completedthat describeda study
FrontRange west of the RFP, PNL operatedtwo of the developmentof "regionaldrainage flows"
sodars near the mouth of EldoradoCanyon for a over the PacificNorthwest (Doran andZhong
3-monthperiod spanningFY 1993 and FY 1994. 1993). During the late spring and summer
EldoradoCanyonis a majorcanyon to the north- months, strongwinds from the northwest are
west of the RFP, and the objectiveof the study often experiencedover .the HartfordSite. These
was to collect sufficientdata to establisha local winds may blow for a few hoursor persist
"climatology"of the winds in the area andto throughoutthe night. The winds are relatedto
assess their impacton flows over the RFP. In the presenceof a deep marine layer to the west
addition,a 915-MHz profilerwith radio acoustic of the Cascade Range and strongheatingto the
soundingsystem was operatedto the northeastof east. Numerical simulationsshowed that the
the RFP to obtain deep soundingsof winds and cooler air west of the Cascade Range is drawn
temperaturesthat will help to define the ambient over the crest by the thermal low that develops
conditionsunder which canyon drainagewinds over the hottereasternportionof the area. This
develop. This effortwas coordinatedwith other air subsequentlyflows down the eastern slopes,
investigatorsfrom Los Alamos NationalLabora- where it is affectedby local cooling, the Coriolis
tory, Argonne NationalLaboratory,and National force, and terrainchannelingto produce the
Oceanicand AtmosphericAdministration'sEnvi- characteristicwinds found over the site.
ronmentalTechnology Laboratory. DSAT sup-
portedthis data-collectioneffort in cooperation Future Work

with two other PNL ASCOT projects. FY 1994 will be the concludingyear for
DSAT. Support for Mr. Barnard's graduate pro-

Analysis and Simulations of Tennessee gram in the numericalsimulationof turbulence
Valley Winds in stably stratifiedflows will continue, and it is

This work was carried out jointly with expected that his dissertationresearch will be
another PNL ASCOT project, which used upper essentially completed during this period.
air and towerdatacollected over a 5-year period Analysis of the profiler and sodar datacol-
to establish the joint frequency distributionof lected near the RFP will be carried out. If new
850-mb and 100m winds in the Tennessee ASCOT funding is securedfor future years, this
Valley. Severalprocesses were suggested to analysis will form the first partof an extensive
accountfor the observed distribution,and the study of boundarylayer structureand evolution
numericalmodelingwas designed to test the in the region. If funding is not forthcoming,
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efforts will be made to summarizethe prelimi- roles that the local slopes andcanyons play in
nary findingsin the form of a journalarticle in producingthe winds observed at the RFP.
FY 1994.

Numerical simulationswill be carriedout in References

two areas. In one, additionalstudies will be Doran, J. C., andS. Zhong. 1993. "Regional
madeof the propertiesof regional drainage DrainageFlows in the Pacific Northwest."
winds in an effort to obtain a more general Mon. Wea. Rev. (in press).
understandingof the phenomenon. In the
second, numericalsimulationsof the relative Whiteman, C, D., andJ. C. Doran. 1993.
contributionsof slopes andvalleys to drainage "TheRelationshipBetweenOverlying Synoptic-
flows in the RFP area will be studied, using Scale Flows andWinds Within a Valley."
simplified topographybasedon the FrontRange. J. Appl. Meteor. 32(11):1669-1682.
These studies should help clarify the relative
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Interactions Between Surface-Exchange Processes
and Atmospheric Circulations

Principal Investigator: W. J. Shaw

1_e purpose of the Interactions Between Surface-Exchange Processes and Atmospheric Circulations

(IBSEPAC) program is to improve the understanding of the interactions between surface fluxes of
heat, momentum, and moisture and the structure of the atmospheric boundary layer. The general
objectives of the program are to I) establish techniques for measuring and describing appropriate,

representative values of these fluxes for use in parametric representations of their effects; 2) measure
properties of the atmospheric boundary layer that are sensitive to the surface fluxes; 3) examine

possible feedbacks that boundary layer properties may have on the surface characteristics; 4) evaluate

systematically, through the use of advanced numerical models, the effects of variable surface fluxes of
heat, momentum, and moisture over heterogeneous surfaces on the local and regional circulations in

the planetary boundary layer; and 5) study the diurnal and seasonal variability in these processes.
Specific objectives for FY 1993 included the following: I) continuing analysis of data collected

during the FY 1992 field program, including an examination of techniques used to obtain heat and
moisture fluxes over semiarid terrain; 2) validation of the newly acquired 915-MHz wind profiling
radar using instrumentation mounted on the 122-m Hanford meteorological tower; and 3) procurement
and testing of a laser scintillometer for improving the ability to measure area-integrated surface heat
and momentum fluxes.

FY 1993 Accomplishments Surface-Atmosphere Exchange Through
The accomplishmentsof the IBSF_PACproject a Semiarid Mixed Canopy

in FY 1993 include: A three-phase field experiment that investi-
gated boundary layer fluxes over a mixed canopy

* co,tinued analysis of surface energy budgets was carried out on the Hanford Site during

for heterogeneous surfaces FY 1992. That experiment focused on defining
the surface layer turbulence fluxes via the eddy-

* operation of a 915-MHz wind profiling radar correlation technique and establishing the energy
with radio acoustic sounding system and balance within the vegetation canopy. The

evaluation of winds aloft against tower experiment included twice-daily radiosonde pro-
measurements files; continuous eddy-correlation measurements

of momentum, heat, and water vapor fluxes;
* support (with one other ASCOT project) of a remoteand in situ surface-energy-budgetmeas-

post-doctural appointment to Dr. Shiyuan urement; and plant and soil status measurements.
Zhong. During FY 1993, considerable effort was
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devotedto analyzingthese observationsand pre- The profiler was installed nearthe Hanford
paringresultsfor publication(Hubbe et el. Meteorological Station(HMS) duringthe period
1994). November 1992 to January 1993. From

The suite of measurementswas sufticientto Februaryto April 1993, the system was run
calculatean energybudget for the heterogeneous nearlycontinuouslyto evaluateits performance
surfacethatwould balance the sensible and latent compared to instrumentsmounted on the 122-m
heat fluxes in the surface layer with the available HMS tower, which was located approximately
energy at the surface. The availableenergy, 500 m away. The HMS tower has a standardset
measuredat each of the componentsurfaces of regularly calibratedsensors for temperature,
(bare soil, grass, andshrub), consisted of the net humidity, wind speed, and wind directionat
radiationat the surfaceminus the soil heat flux multiple levels. In addition, an acoustic
measuredat 5 cm and the soil heat storage in the anemometerwas mountedon the HMS tower to
layer between the surface and the flux measure- provide a measureof turbulentmomentumflux.
ment level. In all cases, total surface layerheat For the evaluation, the wind profilerwas
flux was bracketedby the availableenergyfor operated in a single high-resolutionmodewith a
the three surfaces. The degree of budgetclosure vertical resolutionof 60 m. With this setting,
dependedon the values of fractional coverage the lowest range gate of the wind profiler
used as weights in combining the availableener- correspondedto the highest measurementlevel
gies. Two sets of fractional coverage estimates on the tower. Results of that comparison
were applied: one based on an in situ canopy- showed that winds from the lowest levels of the
samplingtechnique and the other based on visual radar's profile compared very well with winds
classificationof a photographicimage. In some measured on the tower. Comparisonstatistics
cases, the combined available energy exceeded for wind speed and wind direction showed a
the surface layer heat flux during middayhours, mean differenceof -0.17 m s"1and -2.02 deg and
Combined available energy, using in situ weight- standard deviations of the differencesof
ing and integrated over the daytime hours, 1.06 m s"1and 21.7 deg, respectively. Tempera-
exceeded the surface layer flux by 4% to 17%. tures also compared well, with a mean difference
Our achievement of good budget closure sets the of 0.4°C and a standard deviation of 0.90C. It
stage for comparison of these observational data also appears from preliminary comparisons with
with various modeling approaches to the parti- acoustic anemometerdata that it may be possible
tioning of energy at the surface, to obtain momentum flux profiles from this sys-

tem. Unfortunately, relay failures in the radar
Remote Sensing of the Lower prevented the testing of this possibility. The
Atmosphere manufacturerhassincerepairedthe relays,and

In October 1992, PNL declared its trailer- additionaldata will be collected from the HMS
mounted, 5-beam, 915-MHz wind profilingradar tower to test the system's capabilityduring
with radioacoustic soundingcapability opera- FY 1994.
tional. This system is able to provide nearly One of the fundamentalquestionsremaining
continuousvector wind profiles to heights in boundarylayer meteorology is how one deter-
exceeding 6 km and hourly temperatureprofiles mines a representativevalue of heat, moisture,
to heights as large as 1 kin. Such a system is and momentumexchange between the surface
importantto the objectives of the IBSEPAC pro- and the atmospherewhen the surface has signifi-
gram because it provides a means to at least cant variations in temperature,moisture, or
partially measure the larger-scale circulations elevation. To assist in addressing this issue, the
that interact with the surface fluxes, delivery of a laser scintillometeris expected in
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FY 1994. This device is being manufacturedfor * completethe analysis of the FY 1992 field
PNL by the NationalOceanographicand Atmos- dataand publishat least one peer-reviewed
phericAdministration'sEnvironmentalTech- articledescribing the results
nology Laboratoryin Boulder, Colorado. This
remote-sensingsystemhas the unique capability * completethe evaluationof surfacemodules
of measuringheat and momentumfluxes near used to representsurface-atmosphere
the surface, averagedover a path as long as exchange in heterogeneousterrainin the
600 m. This provides a significantnew oppor- context of the IBSEPACdata and publish the
tunity to assess how the fluxes from individual results
surfacetypes combineto form a general flux
over an area. • concludethe evaluationof the wind profiling

radar, includingan evaluationof its capa-
Post-Doctoral Support bilities as a momentumflux profiling system

Dr. ShiyuanZhong received her Ph.D. in and publishthe results
meteorologyfrom Iowa State University in the
summerof 1992. She joined PNL as a post- • install and evaluatethe laser scintillometer
doctor_ associatethroughthe Associated system so that it will be generally useful to
WesternUniversities Northwest in September a variety of DOE AtmosphericStudies in
1992. The IBSEPACprogramhas shared the Complex Terrain(ASCOT) projects.
cost of her appointmentwith another DOE
researchprojectat PNL. Her appointmenthas Reference
been renewedfor a second and final year, and Hubbe, J. M., J. M. Downs, R. R. Kirkham,
she will continueto be partiallysupportedby and W. J. Shaw. 1994. "Surface-Layer
this projectin FY 1994. Response Over Mixed Shrub-SteppeCanopy

During Springtime." To be presented at the
Goals for FY 1994 American MeteorologicalSociety's 21st

Becauseof programmaticchanges within Conferenceon AgriculturalandForest
DOE, FY 1994 will be the finalyear of the Meteorology, March 7-10, 1994, SanDiego,
IBSEPACprogram. The objectives for the final California.
year are the following:
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CoupUnglDecoupling of Synoptic and Valley Circulations

Principal Investigators: C. D. Whiteman, M. Furger, R. K. Hauser, S. Zhong, and
X. Bian

The objective of the CouplingfDecouplingof SynopticandValley Circulations(DECUP) research
programis to develop an improvedunderstandingof the physical mechanisms leading to interactions
between thermally drivenlocal wind systems and the ambient flows.

Currentprogram goals are to gain a better understandingof the basic physics, drivingforces, and
interactionsof thermally developed complex terraincirculationsof differentscales. These compli-
catedinteractionsrepresentsignificant challenges thatare being met with an integratedprogram of
new field investigations, dataanalysis of past complex terrainexperiments, and mathematicalmodel-
ing of relevant physical mechanisms. Field investigationsmakeuse of remote and in situ atmospheric
soundingdevices, radiationand energybudget systems, tracersamplers, and basic meteorological
sensors. Data sets come from DOE's AtmosphericStudies in Complex Terrain (ASCOT) program
and other complex terrain experiments; simulations come from a variety of meteorological models,
from simple thermodynamic to full-physics numerical models.

This project is conducted as an integralpart of the multilaboratoryASCOT programand is closely
coordinatedwith two other ASCOT projects at PNL: the Atmospheric Diffusion in Complex Terrain
(ADICT) and the Direct Simulation of AtmosphericTurbulence (DSAT) projects.

FY 1893 Accomplishments • analysisof the uncertaintiesin atmospheric
The accomplishmentsof the DECUP research heat budgets calculated from data obtainedby

project for FY 1993 include: a network of wind profiling radars with radio
acoustic sounding systems.

• use of patterns in wind direction joint fre-
quency distributionsto analyze the coupling • operation of remote wind profiling equipment
of valley wind systems with synoptic-scale in the ASCOT intensive experimentin the
flows, vicinity of DOE's RockyFlats Plant.

• characterizedair pollution dispersionmete- * partial supportfor Dr. MarkusFurger, a
orology with calculated stagnationand recir- visiting scientist from Switzerland'sPaul
culationpropertiesof the vector wind time ScherrerInstitute.
series.

Pressure-Driven Channeling in the
• demonstratingthat sigma theta shows a dis- Tennessee Valley

tinct relationshipto topographicsetting. A new climatologicalmethod for investigating
the coupling and decoupling of valley and over-

* modeling investigations of basin-plains lying synoptic-scalecirculationswas developed
circulations, that relies on the recognitionof patternsin wind
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direction joint frequency distributions. This includes wintertime data from 13 identical mete-

method was used with 5 years of twice-daily orological stations located in widely varying

rawinsonde data and data from four 100-m terrain _roughout a large basin. Analyses of
towers in the Tennessee Valley to investigate the these data are under way as part of a joint effort

coupling between valley w_ads and the overlying with Drs. K. Jerry Allwine of PNL and Roland
synoptic-scale wind systems. Because of the K. Hauser of California State University at
moist climate of the Tennessee Valley, typical Chico. Dr. Hauser is on sabbatical leave at

thermally driven valley wind systems, in which PNL during parts of FY 1993 and FY 1994.
winds blow up the valley during daytime and Initial analyses show distinct relationships
down the valley during nighttime, are not between the elevation and exposure of the wind
strongly in evidence. Rather, winds in the stations and the distributional statistics of the
Tennessee Valley are driven primarily by the hourly sigma theta values. At ridgetop sites,
along-valley component of the synoptic-scale hourly distributions have small standard devia-
pressure gradient. This finding has important tions and positive kurtosis. Open-exposure sites

implications for pollution transport and wind- that experience channeled flows show the great-
direction forecasting. A journal article on this est positive skewness and kurtosis. Sheltered-
topic 0Vhiteman and Doran 1993) was corn- exposure and basin locations exhibit large stan-
pleted and published in FY 1993. dard deviations, smallest skewness, and negative

kurtosis. Diurnal effects on wind-direction

Stagnations and Recirculations variability are mostevidentwhere local terrain
A new approachto definingcritical air pol- contrastis mostextreme and are dit_cult to

lutant transportproperties, suchas stagnation detect,or are absent,at high-elevationridgetop

andrecirculation,hasbeendevelopedin coop- sites. There is a tendencyfor the productof the
erationwith the ADICT program. These trans- hourly sigmatheta and the hour-averagevector
port propertieswere definedmathematically, and wind speedto yield a site-specificempirical
the numericalcalculationof the propertiesfrom constant,which exhibits a dependenceon eleva-
a time seriesof wind vectorswas illustrated tion, siteexposure,stability, and strengthof the
usingwind data from towers andradar wind overlying flow. The possibilitythat suchrela-

profilerslocatedin a complexterrain regionof tionshipscanbe usedto map the expectedwind-
the southwesternU.S. The method appearsto directionvariability in complexterrain is being
be suitablefor quantifying important aspectsof investigatedbecausethis would make an impor-
the dispersionmeteorologyof a region. A rantcontributionto the understandingof turbu-
journal article on this topic (Allwine and lentdispersionof air pollutants in complexter-
Whiteman 1994) was acceptedandwill appearin rain areas. A presentationof the initial results
early 1994. of these analyseswill be given at a national

conference in early FY 1994.

Dispersion Meteorology
The standarddeviationof wind direction, Basin-Plain Circulations

commonly called sigma theta, is related to hori- The Co!orado State University Regional
zontal turbulent diffusion in the atmosphere and Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS) has been
has been widely used in dispersion calculations, used to conduct initial investigations of the large-
An unusual set of new measurements of sigma scale circulations that form between basins and
theta has recently become available for an area the surrounding plains. This work, which fol-
of complex terrain in the Colorado Plateaus lows research conducted by two other investi-

Basin in Arizona and Utah. This data set gators (Kimura and Kuwagata 1993), is expected
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to provide an improvedunderstandingof the Carlo-typemodel. The model was also applied
effects of large-scale topographicalcirculations to wind profiler/RASSdata from the ASCOT/
on the transportof air pollutants. The PNL ARM/WISP (WinterIcing in Storms Program)
simulationsshow that the plain-basinwinds experimentconducted in Colorado'sFrontRange
dependon mixed layer growth over the plain, region in 1991.
the strengthof upslope flows, and the tope- The simulationsshow that individualtermsof
graphic characteristicsof the basin, as deter- the budgetequationarenot equally sensitive to
mined using the so-called topographicamplifl- measurementerrors and are dependenton atmos-
cationfactor (Whiteman 1990). The plain-basin pheric stability,mean wind speed, averaging
wind can enter the basin abruptlyin the early times, triangle size, baroclinity, and wind
evening if the mixed layerover the plain grows divergence. The results suggest that, under
deeper than the mountainheight. A presentation favorableconditions, reasonablyaccurateesti-
on the results of several initialmodel simulations mates of each of the termsof the atmosph6ric
was madeat the ASCOT Science Team Meeting heat budget (excludingradiation)can be derived
in February 1993 (Whiteman andZhong 1993), from measurementsobtainedwith a triangular
and a proposalto continuethis researchwas arrayof ground-basedremotesensors. These
prepared, sensors provide nearlycontinuousmeasurements

of the advectionterm so often neglectedin
Atmospheric Energy Budgets Using atmosphericboundarylayer studies. Thesimu-
Wind Profiler/Radio Acoustic Sounding ]ationsshowthatsignificantimprovementsin the

System Networks evaluationof the heatbudget equationwouldbe
The utility of networksof radar wind pro- produced if temperature-measurementaccuracy

fliersand radio acoustic soundingsystems couldbe improved. Such improvementsappear
(RASSes) for computingatmosphericheat bud- to be possible by simply increasingthe fre-
gets has been evaluatedin a collaborative quency of RASS observations. A journal article
research project with Dr. Marlins Furgerof on these results is in preparation
Switzerland's Paul ScherrerInstituteand Dr.

JamesWilczakof the NationalOceanicand Front Range Studies
AtmosphericAdministration's(NOAA's)Envi- Scientistsin the DECUP programparticipated
ronmental Technology Laboratory. Dr. Furger in the planningfor a multilaboratoryASCOT-
was a visiting scientist at PNL duringpartsof intensive experimentin Colorado'sFrontRange
FY 1992 andFY 1993. Such heat budgets are regionduringAugust through October 1993. A
useful in understandingthe energetics of local radarprofller/RASS, two Doppler sodars, and
flows and boundarylayerprocesses. The work standardweather station equipmentwere de-
wasjointly supportedby DOE's ASCOT and ployed as part of this experiment. The continu-
AtmosphericRadiationMeasurements(ARM) ous data stream from these instruments is being
programsand was focused on the applicationof archived at ArgonneNational Laboratory. The
new remote wind- and temperature-sensingtech- 1993 ASCOT experimentwas focused on disper-
nologies for boundarylayer meteorological sion meteorology in the vicinity of DOE's Rocky
investigations. The researchinvolvedthe Flats Plant and was designed to investigate
determinationof the effects of typical wind and mountain-plaincirculationsand tributaryflows at
temperaturemeasurementerrorson the atmos- the mountain-plaininterface. The time periodof
phericheat budget equationusing a Monte the mountain-plaincirculationportion of this
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experimenthas recentlybeen extendedto take Whiteman,C.D. 1990. "Observationsof
advantageof opportunitiesto use related data ThermallyDeveloped Wind Systems in Moun-
sets being collected by NOAA. tainousTerrain." Chapter2 in Atmospheric

Processes Over Complex Terrain, ed.
Future Research W. Blumen. Meteor. Monogr. 23(45):5-42.

In FY 1993, competitiveASCOT proposals American MeteorologicalSociety, Boston,
were written in response to a DOE request for Massachusetts.
proposals for FY 1995throughFY 1997.
CurrentASCOT programswill end at the end of Whiteman,C. D., and J. C. Doran. 1993. "On
FY 1994, and futureresearchwill dependon the the RelationshipBetween Overlying Synoptic-
success of the new proposals. Scale Flows and Winds Within a Valley."

J. Appl. Meteor. 32:1669-1682.
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Climate Research

Climate change researchat PNL is aimed at reducinguncertaintiesin the fundamentalprocesses
thatcontrol climate systems thatcurrentlypreventaccuratepredictionsof climate change andits
effects. PNL is responsible for coordinatingandintegratingthe field andlaboratorymeasurement
programs,modeling studies, and dataanalysisactivities of the AtmosphericRadiationMeasurements
(ARM) Program. The ARM Program will increasethe reliabilityof predictingregional and global
changes in climate in response to increasing atmosphericconcentrationsof greenhouse gases, includ-
ing carbondioxides. Improvementsin the treatment of radiativetransfer in general circulationmodels
(GCMs) underclear sky, broken cloud, andgeneral overcast conditionsand improvementsin the
parameterizationof cloudproperties, cloudformation,andcloud maintenancein GCMs are the
objectives of the multilaboratoryeffort being led by PNL.

In FY 1993, PNL scientists conductedthree researchprojectsunderthe ARM Program. In the
first of these projects, the sensitivity of GCM grid-averagedmeteorological propertiesto subgrid-scale
variations in surface fluxes andsubgrid-scale circulationpatternsis being tested in a single-column
model. In addition, new procedures are being developed for extrapolatinglocal point measurements
of sensible andlatentheat flux to GCM grid-averagedvalues. In the secondproject, a new andcom-
putationallyefficientscheme has been developed for parameterizingstratus cloud microphysics in
GCMs. With betterestimationof criticalmicrophysicalproperties, the optical properties of these
clouds can be estimatedmore confidently. In the last project, a balloon-borne instrumentpackage is
being developed for making research-qualitymeasurementsof radiativeflux divergenceprofiles in the
lowest 1500 m of the Earth'satmosphere.

As partof DOE's programto quantifythe linkagesbetween changes in a_ospheric composition
and the temperatureof the Earth,PNL is studyinghow clouds andaerosols interactwith short- and
long-waveradiation to regulate the heatingof the Earth. Data from a networkof surface-based,
spectrallyresolved direct anddiffuseshort-wave radiationsensors and ancillarymeteorological
sensors will be used to improvethe parameterizationof the radiativeeffects of clouds and aerosols.

Research on greenhouse gas emissions continuesto improvethe reliabilityof forecasts of emissions
of carbon dioxide andother radiatively active gases. Model development,validation, anduncertainty
evaluations dependon improved and expanded databases, includingmore definitive informationon
energy production andconsumptionpractices both in the U.S. and in other key countries. The chang-
ing technologies and policies of the U.S. and other countries are being analyzed to anticipatecontri-
butionsto future emissions of greenhousegases and their effectson society, particularlyon a regional
basis. Finally, improvementsare being made in the treatment of the effects of various taxes in the
representationof key economic sectors.

In FY 1993, ocean researchrelatedto climatechange examined air-seainteractionprocesses, ocean
mixed-layer dynamics, and the process of deep convection in theocean. PNL is workingto develop
proceduresfor estimatingair-sea gas transport from remote sensors and to improveparameterizations
of the dynamics of the surface mixed layer, transport through the thermocline, andformationof deep
water.

The progress described in the articles thatfollow was supportedby the following researchprojects:
• AtmosphericRadiationMeasurement(ARM) Program
• Point-AreaRelationshipsfor Global ClimateModels
• A StratiformCloud Parameterizationfor General CirculationModels

• Photometric Studiesof Clouds from an AtmosphericRadiationMeasurementSite
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The Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program:
Field Measurements for Radiation Forcing and Feedbacks

in General Circulation Models

Principal Investigators: T. S. Cress and G. M. Stokes

Atmospheric general circulation models (GCMs) are useful tools for advancing our understanding of
the global climate system and the impact of human activities on it. For instance, different energy
scenarios can change the atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide and the impact can be investi-
gated through the use of GCMs. It is a DOE goal to improve the performance of GCMs as tools for
predicting global climate change. To achieve this goal, DOE initiated a multifaceted research pro-

gram to improve the understanding of the physical processes modeled in GCMs that are most signifi-
cant in limiting the model's performance.

The Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program is the major field measurements activity
of DOE's climate change research program The ARM Program contributes to DOE's goal by

concentrating on improving the treatment of cloud radiative forcing and feedbacks in GCMs. These

currently represent the major sources of uncertainty in these models and are the issues identified by
the Committee on Earth and Environmental Sciences of the Federal Coordinating Council for Science,

Engineering, and Technology warranting the highest research priority.
The experimental objective of the ARM Program is to characterize the radiative processes in the

Earth's atmosphere with improved resolution and accuracy. The key research objective is the

improved treatment of clouds and radiation transfer in climate research models. To address this
objective, and other closely related research objectives, and to provide the data required, the ARM

Program is composed of three distinct entities: a Science Team, an Instrument Development

Program, and the Clouds and Radiation Testbed (CART). Using data provided by CART, the

Science Team develops and evaluates improved models and parameterizations for use in GCMs. The
Instrument Development Program strives to develop new or improved observational capabilities where

existing capabilities are inadequate or nonexistent.
The design of CART incorporates the following elements:

• long-term measurement sites composed of a highly instrumented Central Facility and a surrounding
network of sensors to document cloud distribution and morphology in the atmospheric volume
above the site

• network of surface meteorological observing stations at each of the sites to document surface

meteorological and radiative homogeneity over an area comparable to the computational grid cell
of a GCM

• airborne observations as required for in situ measurements not available from ground-based remote

sensors, or for evaluating measurements from ground-based remote-sensing instrumentation
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• acquisitionof satellite datafrom existing operationalandresearchsatellites

• system to process and distributedatafrom the measurementsites andother sources to Science
Team members

• archive to retaindataandmake them availableto the generalscientific community.

The ARM Programinvolves nine DOE nationallaboratorieswhose efforts are coordinatedthrough the
ARM ProgramOffice at PNL. Participatinginstitutesalso currentlyinclude 17 universities,
9 governmentlaboratoriesoutside of DOE, foreign nationalinvestigators,and severaldomestic
companies. Collaborativeactivities reachout andinclude an even largergroupof participants.

FY 1993 Accomplishments Key accomplishmentsincluded the following:
In FY 1993, the ARM Programmade sub-

stantialprogress towardcompleting the establish- • completing the establishmentof the Central
ment of its first site and the capabilityto Facility (shelters, utilities, instrument,
routinelyand automaticallyfurnish quality data instrumenttest pads, etc.) at the Southern
to membersof the Science Team. A pilot meas- Great Plainssite, with the capabilityto
urementprogram in the tropical western Pacific accommodateplanned andfuture instruments
Oceanprovidedvaluable experiencefor deploy-
ment and operationsin that area. Preparation • initiatingroutineelectronic transmissionof
and planningfor deploymentto both the tropical quality datasets to the Science Team in
westernPacific Ocean and North Slope of accordancewith experimentdesigns and
Alaska sites continued, and plans began to be operationalplans
laid for future collaborationswith nationaland
internationalresearchefforts. Efforts duringthis • completionof the Pilot RadiationObserva-
fiscal year included the following: tions Experiment (PROBE) at Kavieng New

Ireland Province, Papua, New Guinea, in the

• establishing the Central Facility and a number tropical western Pacific Ocean as a collabora-
of extended facilities at the Southern Great tive effort with the World Climate Research
Plains site Program's Tropical Ocean - Global Atmos-

phere (TOGA) Coordinated Ocean Atmos-

• continuing the development of the data acqui- phere Response Experiment (COARE)
sition and management system

• establishment of agreements and procedures

• accessing data from national data sources, for routine electronic access to selected
satellite programs, and other activities as archives of the National Climatic Data Center
required andselected numerical and satellite data bases

of the National Weather Service

• continuing to develop experiment designs and
procedures to process and deliver data to the • transition of the Atmospheric Emitted Radi-
Science Team to meet their individual needs, ante Interferometer (AERI), developed under
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the InstrumentDevelopment Program,to mean atmosphericpropertiesof the encompass-
operationaltesting at the SouthernGreat ing atmosphericvolume representativeof a
Plains site single columnof a GCM grid cell, andthe

advectionof atmosphericproperties(e.g.,
* successful completion of intensiveoperational temperature)and constituents(e.g., watervapor)

periodsto support: into and out of the single-columngrid cell.
- prototypetesting of a cloud radarsystem Additionaldatafrom otherprograms,such as

underdevelopmentas partof the Instru- the NationalWeatherService, and operational
ment DevelopmentProgram andresearchsatellites will be acquiredand

- evaluationof a NationalCenterfor Atmos- incorporatedinto the ARM databaseas required.
phericResearch (NCAR)-developedfour- Airbornemeasurementplatformswill be used to
dimensionaldata acquisitionand assimila- acquire additionalin situ dataor to confirmthe
tion system accuracyof remotely sensed data.

- collaborativeeffortsto evaluatethe use of

GlobalPositioning SatelliteSystem signals Instrumentation
to mapprecipitablewatervapor in the The measurementstrategynecessaryto
atmosphereandto use high-resolution address the scientific questionsgermane to each
spectral imagingto map surface locale will determinespecific instrumentation
characteristics, requirementsand deployment. The Southern

GreatPlains is the currentfocus, and the instru-
Experimental Approach mentationrequirementsanddistributionat this

The ARM programplan (DOE 1990) outlines site will be similar to th_ concept depictedin
theprogram's basic experimentalapproach. Figure 1. The instrumentsuites selected and
Field measurementswill be used to initialize deployedfor subsequentsites may vary substan-
radiationand cloudprocess models and to pro- tially. Strategiesappropriateto the tropical
vide data for model comparison andevaluation, western Pacific Ocean and the North Slope of

The experimentalapproachemphasizesthree Alaska are being studied and refined. Instru-
areas of concern: 1) data to evaluate and test mentationandsome other capital equipmentfor
radiativemodels; 2) datato develop and test the the tropical westernPacific Ocean will be
performanceof radiativeparameterizationson acquiredin FY 1994 for integrationin FY 1995
the scale of a GCM computationalgrid cell; and into a facility designedfor semiautonomous
3) data to characterize the distribution, type, and operation in remote locations.
morphology of clouds to facilitate the develop- The instrumentationfor the SouthernGreat
ment of effective GCM parameterizationsfor Plains site emphasizesobservationsmade over a
cloud formation, maintenance,and dissipation land surface and includes sensorsto measure
andcloud impacts on atmosphericshort- and air-surfaceexchange of moisture,heat, and
long-waveradiation, momentum. Balloon-bornesoundingsystems

Figure 1 shows the general concept of a will documentthe vertical profiles of wind
CART site, with its componentCentralFacility speed, temperature,and humidity. Other
and auxiliary, extended, and boundaryfacilities, sensors will remotely document, with higher
CARTsites will use ground-basedin situ and time resolution, integratedcolumnar amounts of
remote-sensinginstrumentationto documentthe watervapor and liquid and vertical profiles of
radiativepropertiesand fluxes at the groundand mean wind velocity components andtempera-
within the atmosphericcolumn overhe,_d,the ture. Broad-bandradiometerswill observe
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upwellingand downwelling radiation,as well as 1993. Developmentand evaluationof the cloud
direct anddiffuse solar radiation, radar andthe Ramanlidar have progressed su_-

For the tropical westernPacific Ocean, the cientlyto warranttheir operationalevaluationat
emphasis will initially be on observationsof the SouthernGreatPlains site. Systems de-
clouds and the impact of clouds and high water signed for fielduse are expected to be deployed
vapor concentrations on radiativefluxes. Gen- for testing andevaluationlate in FY 1994.
erally, the initial instrumentsuite will focus on
verticalprofilingof key atmosphericvariables, Locale Status
temporaland spatial characteristicsof cloudsand In 1990, five primarylocales were recom-
cloud cover, and surface radiativefluxes. The mended(DOE 1991) for long-termoccupation
initial instrumentsiting strategywill call for (7 to 10 years), based on an evaluationof
widely spaced, semiautonomous,island-based climateregimes andphenomenology, as well as
sites that are approximatelyrepresentativeof a surfacehomogeneity on the scale of a few
scaled-downCentral Facility in the contextof kilometers. By priority, these were the
the CART templatedescribedabove for the following:
SouthernGreat Plainssite. Facilities represen-
tativeof extended facilities may be deployed in 1. SouthernGreatPlains
later years, dependingon the conclusions from 2. tropical westernPacificOcean
the analysis of data from the initial suite of 3. NorthSlope of Alaska
instruments. 4. eastern North Pacific (or Atlantic) Ocean

Table 1 lists the instrumentsand the measure- 5. Gulf Stream off eastern North America.
ments to be made at each facility in the Southern
Great Plainsand the initial suite of instruments Four supplementarylocales were recommended
that is currentlyplannedfor the first remote site for shorter-term measurementsor campaigns.
for the tropical western Pacific Ocean. These included the SonoranDesert, the Amazon

The Instrument Development Programpro- rainforest,the high-latitudemarginalice zone,
vides for the development of observationalcapa- and the complex coastal region of northwestern
bilities where needed, but where none exists, or U.S. and southwestern Canada.
where currentcapabilityis inadequateto the During FY 1993, the five permanentsites
measurementtask. Table 2 includes a summary recommendedwere reviewed in the context of
of the instrumentationdevelopmentefforts that the experience andprogress in developing the
were under way at the beginningof FY 1993. first site and the supportingdata system. Budget
Sufficientprogresshas been madeon developing projectionssuggested that five long-termmeas-
several systems to warrantprocurementof field- urement sites couldnot be supported. Conse-
engineered systems for use and evaluationat the quently, sites 4 and 5 were moved to supple-
SouthernGreat Plainssite. The laser ceilometer mentarysite status. The priority orderof the
was evaluated duringthe pilot fieldprogramin first three sites was unchanged, andplans to
the tropical westernPacificOcean in FY 1993, conduct long-termmeasurements in these three
and the infrared interferometerwas tested at the are proceeding. Deployment of instruments and
SouthernGreatPlains site. Operationalunits for facilities to the SouthernGreatPlains site was
both are scheduled for installationearlyin initiated in FY 1992 and continued in FY 1993.
FY 1994. A researchprototype35- and 94-GHz It is expected that the SouthernGreatPlains site
cloud radar was deployed to the SouthernGreat will be largely completeby mid-FY 1994. The
Plains site for initial evaluationin the summerof subsequentsites will be established at intervals
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TABLE I. Instruments by Measurement Faailiw

Instrument Measurement

Central Facility

915-MHz radar wind profiler with remote Vertical profiles of wind-velocity components and acoustic virtual temperature
acoustic sounding system (RASS) in the atmospheric boundary layer

50-MHz radar wind profiler with RASS Vertical profiles of wind-velocity components and acoustic virtual temperature
above the atmospheric boundary layer

Balloon-borne sounding system Wind speed, wind direction, temperature, and humidity profiles

Microwave water radiometer Integrated columnar amounts of water and liquid

Infrared thermometer Vertical infrared radiometer for detecting the presence of clouds in the field of
the microwave water radiometer

Laser ceilometer Cloud-base sensor for clouds below 4 km

Whole-sky imaging system See Auxiliary Facilities below

Instrumented 60-m tower Eddy-correlation measurements of heat, momentum, and moisture fluxes at
heights of 60 and 25 m; observations of mean wind components, temperature,
and humidity at a height of 60 m; upwelling broad-band solar and infrared fluxes
at heights of 60 and 25 m

Calibration facilities Absolute radiometer; comparison stand; laboratory components

Aerosol instruments Nephelometer; ozone sensor; cloud condensation nuclei counter; aerosol filter
pack system with two size cuts; filter sample system for optical absorption;
optical particle counting systems

Instrument group identical to Extended See Extended Facilities below
Facilities instruments

Auxiliary Facilities

Whole-sky imaging system Two-color digital imaging of the cloud field within sight at illumination levels
greater than a quarter moon; possible mapping of sky radiance

Extended Facilities

Surface flux stations Vertical fluxes of heat, moisture, and momentum; energy balance Bowen ratio
systems will also observe soil heat flux, soil temperature, and soil moisture, each
at one depth

Wide-band solar and infrared Normal incident pyranometer; precision spectral pyranometer; pyrgeometer;
sensors; multifilter rotating pyrsnometer and pyrgeometer for upwelling irradiance; solar spectral radio
downwelling shadowband radiometer meter; upwelling and irradiances

Surface meteorological sensors Mean wind speed and direction at e height of 10 m; temperature and humidity at
a height of 1.5 m; barometric pressure; liquid precipitation

Boundary Facilities

Collocation with wind profilers Wind and temperature profiles (with profiler-RASS)
(some with RASS)

Balloon-borne sounding system Wind speed, wind direction, temperature, and humidity profiles

Microwave water radiometer See Central Facility above
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TABLE 2. Instrument Development Program

Instrument Measurement

Micropulee laser ceilometer Cloud heights, including cirrus; aerosol beckscattar in the atmospheric boundary
layer (in operational testing)

Raman lidar Vertical profiles of water vapor, aerosol, end ozone concentrations; detectable
cloud properties

Infrared interferometer spectrometer High-spectral-resolution infrared radiances at the surface; known as the
Atmospheric Emitted Radiance Interferometer (AERI) (in operational testing);
temperature profiles to moderate altitudes may be feasible

High-Resolution AERI Known as AERI-X; expected field testing in FY 1994

Solar radiance transmittance Known as SORTI; field application remains questionable - to be evaluated in
interferometer FY 1994

35- and 94-GHz radar systems Cloud properties (Prototype Cloud Profiling Radar System [CPRS] ready for initial
test and evaluation)

Lidar systems Aerosol and cloud properties (may be integrated with Raman lidar development)

Multifilter rotating shadowband Filter-band diffuse and total short-wave radiometer; transitioned to operational
radiometer use - some follow-on development activity

Multichannel microwave water Vertical profiles of water vapor
radiometer

Dial lidar Water vapor and trace gases - a feasibility study

Tethered balloon with stabilized Short-wave radiative fluxes above the ground - prototype developed
radiometers

of 24 to 30 months. Although the priority was cover generatedby deep convection, the radia-
based partlyon the GCM parameterizationsto be tive impactsof deep cumulusclouds, and the
addressed,each locale was evaluatedfor the spe- adequacyof GCMsto representthe develop-
cific scientific questions to'be addressedthere, merit,persistence, andadvection of clouds and
the datarequired to address those questions, and cloudcover over the Pacificbasin. The siting
the feasibility of long-term supportof a measure- strategy to address the key questionsin the
ment site. Ocean-based measurementswill be tropical western PacificOcean is beingassessed
particularlychallenging and possibly require for deploymentdecisions. Instrumentprocure-
innovativetechnological and measurement ment and facilities development will begin in
strategies. FY 1994, with initial deploymentexpected late

While the SouthernGreat Plainswas estab- in FY 1995.

lished as the highest prioritysite, based on the In the NorthSlope of Alaska locale, environ-
rangeof radiative and cloud conditions, syner- mental concernsabout wetlands and wildlife are
gistic opportunities, and logistical feasibility being examined in collaborationwith state and
found there, subsequentsites were recommended local agencies. Siting strategies are being devel-
for meeting more sharplydefined scientific oped for furtherevaluation. Specificsiting deci-
needs. The key scientific issues to be addressed sions are expected to be made several yearsprior
in the tropical western PacificOcean, for to deployment,which is currentlyexpected for
example, include the radiative feedbackpro- FY 1996 throughFY 1997. A collaborative
cesses that involve the extensive cirruscloud effort in conjunctionwith the Arctic System
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Sciences program,SHEBA (SurfaceHeat Budget The SouthernGreat Plainssite (Figure 2)
of the Arctic Ocean), is possible. The key takes advantageof other programsthat require
scientific issues for the North Slope includethe datasimilarto those needed by the ARM Pro-
annualday-nightcycle in the radiative environ- gram. For instance, the area selected for the
meat, heat andmoisturefluxes from the surface, field site is boundedby the densest partof the
and the impactof Arctic stratus clouds and Wind ProfilerDemonstrationNetwork in south-
surface albedo conditionson the radiative central Kansasand north-centralOklahoma. The
environment. Central Facility is close to the centerof the

At each of these sites, calibrationof all Wind ProfilerDemonstrationNetwork, while the
instruments,but particularlythe radiometric BoundarySites are being located to complement
instruments,will be a challenge. At the the measurementsof other wind profilers. Data
Southern GreatPlains site, routinemaintenance from the WindProfiler DemonstrationNetwork
and calibrationchecks will be done by site are acquiredthroughthe NationalOceanic and
operationspersonnel. For periodic recalibration, AtmosphericAdministration's(NOAA's)
some of the instrumentationwill be sent offsite National ClimaticData Center in Asheville,
(e.g., the Bowen ratiostations will be returned North Carolina.
to the vendoronce a year, while the radiometric Other synergisticopportunitiescomplement
instrumentationwill be calibratedthrough stan- this site. NOAA's NationalSevere Storms
dard intercomparisonpractices at a calibration Laboratorywill collaboratewith the ARM
facility set up at the site specifically for this Programby exchangingrecordeddatafrom the
task). The calibrationfacility for the Southern new networkof storm-detectionDoppler radars
GreatPlains site is being designed in accordance (identifiedas NEXRAD in Figure 2) for ARM
with a calibrationplan that is in the process of data that can be used to evaluate the radar's
beingreviewed and revised. Some instrumenta- performance. Data from the Oklahoma
don has been procuredfor the calibrationfacility Mesonet, a statewidesystem of surface mete-
andsome is on order. The calibrationfacility is orological instrumentsbeing installed by the
expected to be operationalduringFY 1994. Oklahoma ClimateSurvey, will be acquiredand

merged into the ARM datastream, supplement-
Southern Great Plains Site Progress ing datafrom the ARM ExtendedFacilities.

The phased occupationof the SouthernGreat By the end of FY 1993, the following instru-
Plains site continuedin FY 1993, with the ments were in place at the CentralFacility
CentralFacility'sphysical elements (trailers, (Figure 3):
tower, instrumentsites, utilities, etc.) almost
completed in the first half of the year, and addi- * meteorological observation station
tional instrumentation added in the latter half of

the year. Instrumentation for most of the s CLASS-type balloon sounding system
planned Extended and Boundary Facilities was
ordered, with instruments installed and operating s microwave water radiometer
at nine Extended Facilities by the end of the
fiscal year. Boundary Facilities were designed s laser ceilometer
for implementation early in FY 1994. Twenty-
five Extended Facilities and three Boundary s rotating shadowband radiometer
Facilities are planned.
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• AER] spectrometer(in testing) Tropical Western Pacific Ocean
Preparations

• broad-band radiation sensors for downwelling In preparationfor the deploymentof the
radiation(pyranometer,pyrgeometer, and second site to the tropicalwestern Pacific Ocean,
pyrheliometer) a programoffice for the site was establishedthat

involves the site program manager and several
• energybalance Bowen ratio surfaceflux technical specialists, includingoceanographic

observationstation engineering. A primaryeffortof the site pro-
grammanager and the site scientist has been to

• 915-MHz wind profilerwith radio acoustic establisha siting strategy for the locale that
soundingsystem (PASS) addressesthe key scientific issues in that locale.

The recognitionthat the scientific issues
• 60-m tower with meteorological encompass radiativeforcing by clouds, particu-

instrumentation, larly cirrus generatedby deep convection, the
radiativeimpactof high concentrationsof water

The 50-MHz wind profilerradar/RASS was par- vapor, and the interactionsbetween the tropical
tially installed, with an expected operationaldate ocean with its high temperaturesand the atmos-
in the firstquarterof FY 1994. Additional phere led to the following requirements:
instrumentsexpected to be installed in early
FY 1994 include a micropulse lidar (vertical), a s continuous, basic observationsof radiation
digital whole-sky imager, and upwellingradi- and cloudproperties over a broadspatial
ometers. The calibrationfacility is in the domain
process of being designed, and implementationis
expected to begin early in FY 1994. • detailed, but not necessarilycontinuous,

The Site Data System routinely acquiresdata observations of atmosphericstructure and
from the operational instruments andforwards properties
quality-controlleddata files to the experiment
center at PNL. In the process, the site operator • observationsof surface fluxes, boundarylayer

and site scientist routinely'examine the data properties, andcloudstructure in a purely
streamsto ensurethat the instrumentsare oceanic environment.

operationalandbehavingproperly. Basic
maximum-minimumandselfconsistency checks The collaborativefield program, PROBE,was
are performedautomaticallyon each datastream initiatedduringthe past fiscal year. PROBEwas
by the Site Data System. Commentson site conductedfrom November 1992 through

events and/or observationsaboutinstrumentsor February 1993 at Kavieng,New Guinea, as an
qualityof data are enteredinto the electronic site integralpartof TOGA-COARE. ARM's pur-
log by the site operatorand the site scientist, and pose for PROBEwas to conduct a pilot studyof
automaticallyby the Site Data System. Further clouds andradiationin advanceof ARM's estab-
qualitycontrol checks are performedat the lishmentof long-termmeasurementsites in the
experimentcenter before the data are delivered tropical western PacificOcean. The contribution
to the Science Team. to TOGA-COARE was the establishment and
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operationof anentireinstrumentsite,aswell as Science Teem Experiment Support
providing TOGA-COARE with surface radio- The ARM Program is focused on improving
metric data that were recognized shortfallsof the the treatment of radiativeenergy in GCMs and,
COAREexperimentaldesign. PROBEwas therefore, on the physical processes that impact
highly successful in providingmore extensive radiativetransport in the atmosphere. As
data of this type than ever obtained in the described previously, the scientific issues facing
region. Additionally,it was a learningexperi- the ARM Programcan be stated in the context
ence for ARM with regardto instrumentperfor- of three broadtopics: radiativeenergy
mance and logistical issues in the tropical transport;cloudformation, maintenance,and
environment. Paperson PROBEwill be pre- dissipation;and resolutionlimits important to
sented at the upcoming American Meteorological representingatmosphericprocesses in GCMs and
Society meeting in Nashville, Tennessee, andan related models.
AMS Bulletinarticle is being prepared. Within these broad contexts, as summarized

At the heart of the siting strategy being in Stokes and Schwartz (1993), Science Team
developed for the tropical western Pacific Ocean researchgenerally falls into one of three related
is the AtmosphericRadiationand CloudStation areas: validationof models of the instantaneous
(ARCS) concept, the productof an analysis of radiative flux underclear sky, broken clouds,
the most demandingscientific issues and the and overcast conditions;,use of measurementsto
lessons learnedduringPROBE. ARCS is being evaluate process models and parameterizations
designed to collect cloud and radiation data at embodied in GCMs; and use of data fusion tech-
several locations semiautonomously in the niques and four-dimensional data assimilation to
tropical western Pacific Ocean. If successful, address the variability of atmospheric conditions
ARCS may also be used at other CART sites, on a scale comparable to a GCM computational
ARCS will be a fully integrated system of instru- grid cell.
ments, data management, and communications To identify the diverse measurement require-
capable of operation in isolated locations for ments necessary to carry out research in these
long periods of time. The first ARCS is planned areas, individual Science Team project teams are
to be located on Manus Island in Papua, New participating in the development of experiment
Guinea, and should begin collecting data in design documents. These documents describe
1995. the objectives, methodology, and prioritized

A Technical Advisory Panel has been formed measurements needed to pursue each experiment.
to review and comment on plans and activities Experiment designs define the requirements
for the tropical western Pacific Ocean. The that drive CART observational strategies and
panel draws on the experience of the TOGA- instrumentation; specifically, the field
COARE International Program Office, field observations and algorithms needed to process
experience with instrumentation from several the observations. Many algorithms are being
national centers, Australian representation from developed for implementation at the ARM
operational and research centers in the Bureau of Experiment Center, but some of the algorithms
Meteorology, and from the University of the come from Science Team members themselves
South Pacific at Fiji. Considering the unique and are likewise implemented; for example: the
environmental and political needs of the tropical atmospheric optical depth in six specific
western Pacific Ocean locale, this panel will be a wavebands using the shadowband radiometer and
significant contributor to the success of this site.
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the temperatureprofile inferredfrom the profile intercompareline-by-line radiativecode predic-
of atmospheric-emittedradiation, tlons to measurementsfrom the AERI spec-

Intensiveoperationalperiods (IOPs) are trometerdeveloped in the InstrumentDevelop-
plannedto meet the datarequirementsof the ment Program.
Science Team experimentdesigns that cannotbe The data delivered to the Science Team are
satisfiedby routinesite observations. Two lOPs based on specific requirements, as described in
duringFY 1993 were conductedto evaluatethe an experimentoperationsplan. This plan is
performanceof four-dimensionaldata assimila- derived from the experimentdesign and is
tion underdynamic and thermodynamic condi- refinedthrough discussionswith individual
tions typicalof the continentalwarm and cold ScienceTeam members. In effect, these repre-
seasons. Four-dimensionaldata assimilation is a sent an agreementbetween the Science Team
technique in which sparse (temporallyand/or memberand the ARM ExperimentCenter as to
spatially) observationaldataare incorporatedin a the exact specificationsfor the measurements
model in a fashion that allows the complete that the Science Team memberwill receive.
specificationof the meteorologicalvariables. In These plans includethe delivery mechanism,
addition,methods to estimateatmosphericdiver- dataformat, and electronicaddressingnecessary
gence and vorticity within the volume of the site to provide the datain near real time, if desired.
were evaluated. The projectincluded additional
instrumentation(the IntegratedSoundingSystem Data Management System Development
from NCAR near the CentralFacility anda As depicted in Figure 4, the datasystem is
mesoscale atmosphericmodel developed in comprisedof three majorcomponents: the Site
conjunctionwith PennsylvaniaStateUniversity. Data System, the ExperimentCenter, andthe
The coupled system (IntegratedSoundingSystem ARM Data Archive Center. The Site Data Sys-
plus model) is termedthe IntegratedData tern communicatesand controls site instrumenta-
Assimilationand SoundingSystem and repre- tion, ingests data, checks dataqualityand
sents the culminationof the first 3 years of calibration,and transmits datato the ARM
ARM-supportedresearchand is a demonstration ExperimentCenter. The ExperimentCenter re-
of the power and limitationsof data assimilation ceives site data, acquiresdata externalto the
methods and their applications. ARM Program,conductsadditionalquality

Data quality is an areaof extraordinary checks on the databy intercomparisons,merges
concern within the ARM Program. To ensure and repackagesthe datainto individualdatasets,
thatdatasent to the Science Team are of known and transmitsdatapackages to individual
quality,dataquality assessmentalgorithmsand membersof the Science Team. The ARM Data
models are being implementedfor automated Archive receives databoth from the Site Data

quality control and assessment. An instrument System and the ExperimentCenter andserves as
performancemodel, for instance, is used to the long-termrepository, the datasource for
monitor the performanceof the microwave retrospectiveresearch,and the interfaceto the
radiometer,and quality measurementexperi- externalscientific communitydesiring access to
ments (QMEs)formalize the intercomparisonof ARM data. The archivewill facilitatethe avail-

specific datastreamsto furtherunderstandthe abilityof ARM datato the broaderclimate
data and their quality. A QME is, for instance, research communityand to other programsfor
intercomparingthe moistureprofiles of the research that extenJs well beyond climate and
microwavewaterradiometerand the balloon global change issues.
sounding, and a QME is beingdeveloped to
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FIGURE 4. Schematic Representation of ARM Data System Components with Associated Data Flows

The software systems of both the Site Data The Site Data System was implemented with
System and the Experiment Center are based on a dual capability. The "ProductionSystem" is
the NCAR Zeb(,)software and are being devel- the primary system for acquiringdata from

oped by the ARM Program to be capable of in- operational instruments, the site log, and other
gesting, processing, displaying, and storing site data sources and for passing that data to the
sizeable quantities of data in near real time. Experiment Center and the ARM Data Archive.
Early experience with Zeb indicatedthat, though The "Development System" is used to develop
designed with a fieldprogram like ARM in and evaluate new software off-line, including the
mind, it was inadequately designed to handle the development of interfaces and ingest modules for
volume of data requiredby ARM rapidly enough new instruments. Once confirmed, new software
to permit real-time, continuous monitoring and is incorporated into the production system for
quality control. Collaborativeefforts with routine use. The Site Data System is currently
NCAR have rapidly produced dramatic improve- operational, with most of the desired automated
ments in Zeb's performance, and completion of procedures in place. Ingest modules for instru-
this activity in FY 1994 is likely, though future ments brought on-line late in FY 1993 are still in
sites may require additionaldevelopmental development. Barring unexpected complications,
efforts, the modules for these instruments, and for the

new instruments being installed early in
FY 1994, are expected to be completed in the
second quarterof the fiscal year.(a) Zeb is a software system developed by NCAR to sup-

port field atmospheric research programs. Zeb is the basis The Experiment Center is operational, but
for the implementation for the Site Data System and the continuesto operatelargelyin a manualmode.
Experiment Center. Zeb's modular architecture for data
ingestion and processing makes the system expandable to Automateddata processingand quality control
handle virtually any instrument system or data type, to the proceduresrequiredevelopmentandimplementa-
limits of the host computer system, tion. Significant componentsare the ingest
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modules for accessing availableexternaldata, Archive is acquiringandho!dingARM data, but
but an increasedlevel of effort should provide will continueto have a limitedmanualcapability
this software early in FY 1994. National to retrieveand disseminatethe data.
WeatherService griddedanalyses from the
nested grid model, surface weather data, Collaborative Field Programs
rawinsondedata, aircraftdata, and soundingdata Limited pilot studies and IOPs conductedin
and imagery from geostationary andpolar- cooperationwith other programshave been valu-
orbitingsatellites are acquiredroutinelywith the able in evaluatingthe performanceof instru-
cooperationof the National Meteorological meritsand investigatingsite operationsconcepts
Center. Special sensor microwave/imagerdata or plans. Pilot studies will continueas an
from the Defense MeteorologicalSatellite approachto understandsiting and site-specific
Programare expected to be received through instrumentperformanceissues. IOPs represent
NOAA's National EnvironmentalSatellite Data another approach. IOPs at the SouthernGreat
InformationService. Early in FY 1994, it is Plains site may involve programsor agencies
also expected that datafrom the ForecastSystem outside of the ARM Programthat have a poten-
Laboratory'sMesoscale Analyses andPrediction tlal to addsignificantly to ARM's research
System model will be availablethrough objectives or to contributeto meeting the
UNIDATA. ARM will act as a test bed for the operationaland instrumentationneeds of the
UNIDATA efforts to develop a modelproduct program.
distributionsystem. In FY 1993, one majorfieldpilot study,

The ExperimentCenterdependson the PROBE,was undertakenin the tropicalwestern
experimentoperationsplans for the procedures Pacific Ocean. This effort, described previ-
to support the recipients of data packages, who ously, providedthe ARM Programwith an
includeall membersof the Science Team and opportunityto gain operationalexperiencein the
projectpersonnel involved in developingnew tropical western PacificOcean andto evaluate
dataprocessing techniques or analysis tools and some of the instruments that might be used
products. During the past year, DOE added to there. Scientifically,analysisof the data
the list of people requiringsupport(i.e., Adjunct acquiredmay well impact finaldecisions about
Science Team). Membersof the Adjunct instrumentrequirementsand specifications.
Science Team are scientists who are fundedby PROBEwas highly successful on all accounts
otherprograms or agencies butwho would bene- and has served its purposeof being an opera-
fit significantlyby early access to ARM data and tional test bed.
would, likewise, benefit ARM with productsof Coordinationactivityfor the North Slope
their research. Additional Science Team focused attentionon the need to be cautious

memberswere addedas the resultof a DOE about the impactof some instrumentationon
solicitation early in the fiscal year. By the end wildlife and on the subsistencehunterson the
of FY 1993, the ARM Program enjoyed a NorthSlope. The majorconcern focuses on the
Science Team membershipof greaterthan 60, soundsource for the 915- and 449-MHz profiler
includingthree AdjunctScience Team members, radar/RASSsystems that may ultimatelybe in-

The ARM Data Archive continuedto operate stalled as part of the CARTsite. To investigate
on an interimbasis, pending the arrival of the the potential impact, a sound source thatmimics
first componentsof a new computerand data the PASSes was installed in an undevelopedarea
storage capabilityadequatefor handlingmany south of Point Barrow. The sound source will
datastreams and users simultaneously. Until be operatedfor an extendedperiod of time and
thatnew capabilityis developed, the ARM Data will be monitoredby state andlocal government
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and wildlife managementofficials. Early results SouthernGreatPlains site representsone of the
indicatelittle observableimpacton wildlife best characterizedregions of the atmosphere,
behaviorin the area. The time before deploy- permittingimprovedinterpretationof surface
mentto the NorthSlope will be used also to imageryfrom AVIRIS. In support of the air-
evaluateinstrumentperformanceproblemsin the craft observations,two spectroradiometerswere
cold environment,knowledge that will aid in the positionedat the SouthernGreatPlains site,
developmentof specificationsfor instrumentsto along with several large blackand whitepanels
be used there, for the calibrationof the airbornesensor. Data

Two IOPswere defined in supportof collabo- acquiredfrom the flights and the spectre-
ratingprograms. The first was a cooperative radiometerswill be used with datafrom the
effort with the University NAVSTAR APJA site in a variety of analyses and will
Consortium(UNAVCO) andNorth Carolina provide an indicationof the usefulnessof this
State University(NCSU) to evaluatethe use of type of airborne instrumentationto the ARM
radio signals from the Global Positioning Program. It is also evidence of NASA's interest
SatelliteSystem to infer the total precipitable in using the permanentgroundsite to provide a
watervapor in the atmosphericcolumnover a ground-truthpoint for the evaluationof airborne
wide area. Because watervaporprofiles repre- and satelliteobservations.
sent one of the greatestunmetmeasurement These collaborationsare several examples
needs of the ARM Program, and one for which where the SouthernGreat Plainssite is fulfilling
no adequatesolution has yet been proposed, this a need as a nationaluser facility. Collaboration
effort may offer a benefit in addressing some with other federal agencies involved in the U.S.
aspectof this need. The UNAVCO/NCSU Global ChangeResearchProgram,such as
effortinvolved the installationof a receiving NASA, is one of DOE's goals for the ARM Pro-
antennaon the roof of one of the site's trailers gram. Satellite measurementsare of particular
for a periodof several weeks. Combinedwith interestbecause they can be used to extendthe
other similar sites and the measurementsfrom limitedareaof highly resolved observationsof
the CARTsite, investigatorsfeel they acquireda an ARM site to largerregional and global
database that indicatessome feasibilityto the applications.
technique. Plans for future interactionare being

discussedand may involve a long-termmeasure- External Program Coordination
mentperiod. If successful, ARM will benefit The ARM Program is one of several major
substantiallyfrom access to the acquiredwater researchprogramsthat address aspects of climate
vapor data. change, complementingrelated researchpro-

The second collaborativeeffortinvolved the gramsthat are focused on new observational
South DakotaSchool of Mines and theJet capabilitiesaltda new generationof predictive
PropulsionLaboratory,who proposed flying the climate models.

NationalAeronauticsand Space Administration's Complementaryprogramsin the vicinity of
(NASA's) ER-2 aircraftover the site at a 17-km the first operationalARM field site in the
altitude to acquiredata using the Atmospheric Southern GreatPlains includethe following:
Visible and Infrared ImagingSpectrometer
(AVIRIS). AVIRISuses 224 spectral channels * NationalWeather Service Modernization
from 0.4 to 2.45 _tm(in the visible and near- Program
infraredspectrum)to makemeasurementsof the

vertical profileof watervapor and the bulk • NationalWeatherResearchProgram
opticalpropertiesof atmosphericaerosols. The (commonly knownas STORM)
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• GlobalEnergy and WaterCycle Experiment acquired. Some instrumentationremainsto bs
(OEWEX) Continental*ScaleInternational designed, built, and/or procured. In particular,
Project (GCIP) a Rarnanlidar will be procured andinstalled late

in the year for cloud and aerosol measurement,a
• GEWEX Global WaterVaporProgram cloud radarwill be acquiredfor permanent

(GVaP) installation,andcomplementaryairbornemeas-
urementsare planned for initiationduringthe

• WinterIcing and Storms Project year. It is uncertainwhetherthe lidar andradar
will be installed and evaluatedbefore the end of

• OklahomaMesonet. FY 1994.

The datasystem is largely in place and
The modernizationprogramof the National operating. Some experimentoperationsplans
WeatherService and the developmentof the remainto be completed, andexperimentdesigns
OklahomaMesonet will directly benefitthe and experimentoperationsplans for new Science
ARM Program. Approximately35 automated Team memberswill be completedearly in the
weather-reportingstations in the mesonet are fiscal year. With the new instrumentationbeing
within the boundariesof the Southern Great installed late in calendar year 1993, most
Plains site; data from these sites will be acquired Science Team memberswill be receiving their
routinelyand madepartof the ARM data base. desired data by the second quarterof FY 1994.

The GEWEX andthe National Weather Effom will continueto optimize the perfor-
Researchprogramscontinueto be closely cou- mance of the Zeb data-handlingsystem at the
pied with the objectives of the ARM Program. site and in the EXperimentCenter. Data han-
Collaborationwith GEWEX will includepartici- dling at the ExperimentCentermust be more
pation in the GCIP scheduledfor the Mississippi fully automatedthan the currentcapability
Basin and the GVaP, an intercomparisonof allows. System developmentwill continueinto
watervapor measuringsystems. ARM facilities FY 1994 and shouldbe largely in place by the
may serve as a basis for the next field deploy- end of the fiscal year.
ment of the InternationalSatelliteLand Surface Assessments of the basic scientific questions

ClimatologyProject. The Science Team, at its facing each locale will continue. Analysis
March 1993 meeting, agreed that the siting reports for the SouthernGreat Plains andthe
strategyfor the NorthSlope should consider tropical westernPacificOcean will be published
placing instrumentationout on the ice for at least and distributedin the second quarterof
partof the year. This strategyis compatible FY 1994. The siting strategyfor the tropical
with the SHEBA program. A memorandumof western PacificOcean is largely established, but
participationis in place for GEWEX, anda will be refined and more fully developed.
similar memorandumwill be establishedfor Instrumentationfor the tropical westernPacific
SHEBA. Ocean will begin to be procuredand modified

for the expectedoperatingenvironmentandfor
Future Research and System semiautonomousoperation;the ARCS and data

Development Activity management systems will be designed, but
The phased implementationof the Southern implementationwill not begin before the end of

Great Plainssite will be largely completedby FY 1994. The siting strategiesfor the North
the middle of FY 1994 with the installationof Slope site will be more fully developed and may

the last extended facilities and several auxiliary change dramaticallyas more is inferredabout
facilities from which whole-sky imagery can be the key scientific questionsto be addressed. The
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high-latitudeperformanceof GCMs has just Testbed." Bulletin of the American
recentlybegunto receive much-neededattention Meteorological Society (in press).
from the scientific community,andthe increas-
ing level of activity is producingfindingsthat U.S. Departmentof Energy (DOE). 1990.
couldsubstantively change some of the existing Atmospheric Radiation MeasurememPro&ram
concepts andperceptionsrelevantto a field Plan. DOE/ER-0441, Washington,D.C.
programon the NorthSlope.

U.S. Departmentof Energy (DOE). 1991.
References ldentOtcation, Recommendation, and Just_cation
Stokes, G. M., andS. E. Schwartz. 1993. of Potential Locales for ARM Sites.
"The AtmosphericRadiationMeasurement DOE/ER-0495T, Washington,D.C.
(ARM) Program: ProgrammaticBackground
andDesign of the Cloud andRadiation
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Point-Area Relationships for Global Climate Models

Principal Investigator: J. C. Doran

Other Investigators: C. D. Whiteman, K. J. AIIwine, X. Bian, M. Furger, and
J. Wilczak

The objective of the Point-AreaRelationshipsfor GlobalClimateModels proje_ is to investigatethe
sensitivity of a single-columnmodel to subgrid-scalevariationsof selected variables and to develop
proceduresfor extrapolatinglocal point measurementsof sensibleand latentheat fluxes at the surface
to largerareas rep_-esentativeof a global climate model grid cell.

FY 1993 Accomplishments in turbulence anda resultantsignificantchange
In FY 1993, the principal activities of this in the temperatureprofile. Another interesting

project included the following: resultwas the identificationof a "farmbreeze"
that was generatedby the thermal forcing associ-

* extensive analyses of the datacollected in the atedwith adjacentwatln and cool patchesof
1992 Boardman,Oregon, field experiment land. The phenomenonis typically associated

with significantlylarger areas of warmand cool
s presentationof resultsat conferences surfaces than those found at theBoardman site.

The advective and farmbreeze effectscomplicate
s initialpreparationof an article to be submitted efforts to develop effectiveparameterizationsfor

to the Journalof Climate. subgrid-scale inhomogeneitiesin surfacesensible
heat fluxes. These phenomenaare not treated in

Data Analysis of 1992 Boardman currentclimate models.

Experiment ' A model for estimatingsensible and latent
Data collected duringthe 1992 Boardman heat fluxes over agriculturalcrops was tested

experimentwere reduced andextensively aria- and refinedusing data from the Boardman
lyzed during this fiscal year. The Boardman experiment,andgood results were obtained.
area was characterizedby two principalland Such a model should proveuseful for extrapolat-
types: dry sagebrush/grasslandstep:3eand ing from point to area values of fluxes over the
irrigatedfarmland. One of the principalfindings Southern GreatPlains Clouds andRadiation
was that the boundarylayer's meantemperature Testbed (CART) site.
structureshowed fewer differencesbetween the New algorithms for dealing with the data

hot steppe area and the cool farm area than had collected by the aircraftthat flew duringthe
been expected. This seems to be attributableto 1991 and 1992 Boardmanexperiments were
the effects of advection. As turbulent,well- incorporatedinto several data processing codes.
mixed air blows from the steppe to the farm, the Effortsto understandthe discrepanciesbetween
time scale for advection of air over the farm is flux estimates from groundand aircraftinstru-

less than the time needed for a significantdecay ments are continuing.
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Surface Heat and Radiation Budgets DuringFY 1993,Dr. MarlinsFurgerof
As part of the AtmosphericRadiation Switzerland'sPaul Scherrer Institute visited PNL

Measurement(ARM) BoardmanRegionalFlux and, withDr. James Wilczak of the National
Experimentof 1991, a surface flux andatmos- Oceanicand AtmosphericAdministration'sWave
phericradiationmeasurement stationwas oper- PropagationLaboratoryand Dr. C. David
atedin the upper ColumbiaRiver Gorge near Whitemanof PNL, conducteda study of the
Boardman,Oregon. The experimentwas con- feasibilityof using networksof WPs/RASSes to
ducted to investigate the effectsof the spatial computeboundarylayer atmosphericheat
variabilityof sensible andlatent heatfluxes on budgets. This work was accomplishedpartly
surface boundary layer properties(Doran et el. with fundingfrom DOE's ASCOT program.
1992) andto test differentmeasurementsystems The study, conductedusing a Monte Carlo tech-
thatwere being consideredfor use at the ARM nique, investigatedthe effects of wind- and
CARTsites. At the beginningof the experi- temperature-measurementerrorson the uncer-
mentalperiod, an equipmentintercomparison taintiesof individualterms in the atmospheric
sub-experimentwas run to compare the Bowen heat budgetequation. The individual terms are
ratioand eddy-correlationstationsthatwould be not equally sensitive to measurementerrors,and
used in the main experiment. Following this significant improvementsin the evaluationof the
intercomparison,PNL's Bowen ratio stationwas heat budget equationwould accrue from
deployed at the KrebsRanch site, 27 km west- advances in temperature-measurementaccuracy.
southwest of Boardman, Oregon, duringthe Underfavorableconditions, reasonably accurate
periodJune 2-27, 1991. In cooperationwith estimates of each of the terms of the budget
DOE's AtmosphericStudies in ComplexTerrain (except the radiationterm) couldbe derived
(ASCOT)program,this data set was processed from measurementsobtained from a triangular
and analyzed in FY 1993. The semiarid site had arrayof ground-basedWPs/RASSes. The sen-
a Bowen ratio (ratioof sensible to latent heat sors provide nearlycontinuousmeasurementsof
flux) value of 5.0 during this period, and the the advectionterm so often neglected in atmos-
equipmentprovidedan unusuallygood set of phericboundary layer studies. Summertime
radiation and surfaceheat flux data. A journal experimentsseem more promisingwith respect
articledocumentingthe surface and radiation to the height coverage of the RASS data because
budgets of this site is in preparation. RASS measurementsgo higher in warm,humid

air. Stronglybaroclinicor divergent situations,
Atmospheric Heat Budgets from however, producesignificant uncertaintiesin the
Ground-Based Remote Sensor Networks heat budgetterms. The work was presentedat

Radar wind profilers (WPs) and radioacoustic the ARM Science Team Meeting (Furger and
soundingsystems (RASSes) are r,ow available Whiteman1993), and a journal articlesummariz-
commerciallyandoffer the promiseof improv- ing this work is in preparation.
ing the knowledge of processes in the lower
atmospherethatwereuntilnowunresolved Conference Presentations
spatially and/or temporally. The ARM program Results of ongoing researchwere presentedat
is evaluating a plan to install a networkof the Fourth Symposium on Global Change at
915-MHz boundarylayer WPs/RASSes at the Anaheim, California. An oral presentation
SouthernGreatPlains CART site. The new (Doran et al. 1993) was given on the effectsof

devices raise the prospectof gainingbetter heterogeneousdistributionsof surface heat fluxes
insight into planetaryboundarylayer processes, on thepropertiesof the atmosphericboundary
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layer. A poster presentation (Crawford et al. Testing of surface-energy-exchange modules
1993) described comparisons of flux measure- with available data will be begun, and initial
ments from towers and an aircraft, effort to combine satellite information and model

output from models, such as the Mesoscale

Journal Article Analysis and Prediction System (MAPS), will be

A major article summarizing some of the made. Efforts will be started to develop statis-
principal results of the 1992 Boardman experi- tical analysis tools that will provide estimates of
ment was begun. The article attempts to bring the effects of partial cloud cover on the spatial

together data from a variety of instruments, distribution of surface heat and moisture fluxes.
including surface flux measurements, surface Systematic testing of the effects of the scale of
wind and temperature stations, airsondes, and surface inhomogeneities will begin in FY 1994,

sodars, to develop a picture of the response of using a mesoscale model. Attempts will be

the boundary layer to sharp contrasts in surface made to summarize the results in terms of a
sensible heat fluxes and to examine the implica- characteristic length scale, or "patchiness,"

tions of that response for parameterization of parameter that will indicate when the effects of
such contrasts in climate models, subgrid-scale circulations are likely to become

important. Initial development and testing of the

FutureWork protocols to be used for testing the sensitivity of

The paper describing the 1992 Boardman a single-column model to the neglect of subgrid-
experiment will be completed early in FY 1994 scale processes will also begin in FY 1994.
and submitted for publication. Two papers will Trial runs will be made using data generated by
be presented at the Agricultural and Forest a mesoscale model, which will provide input
Meteorology conference in San Diego, values for the single-column model.
California, in March 1994: one on a scaling

analysis of the development of secondary References
circul_.tions, such as farm breezes, and one on a Crawford, T. L., R. J. Dobosy, D. D.
numerical modeling analysis of the effects of Baldocchi, and R. T. McMillen. 1993. "Heat,

advection on boundary layer structure over Momentum, and Moisture Flux from an Air-
inhomogeneous surfaces. A more complete plane: Comparison to Tower Measurements."
modeling analysis will be considered for another Preprints, Fourth Symposium on Global Change

journal publication. Studies, January 17-22, 1993, Anaheim,
Attention will then shift to the Southern Great California. American Meteorological Society,

Plains CART site. It is expected that the various Boston, Massachusetts.
surface flux stations there will be coming on line

relatively slowly and that the planned deploy- Doran, J. C., F. J. Barnes, R. L. Coulter, and
ment of nearly 25 eddy-correlation and Bowen T.L. Crawford. 1993. "Boundary Layer Struc-
ratio stations will not actually be realized until ture over Areas of Heterogeneous Heat Fluxes."

late in FY 1994 or possibly even FY 1995. Preprints, Fourth Symposium on Global Change

Accordingly, the development and preparation of Studies, January 17-22, 1993, Anaheim,
required methodologies for extrapolating fluxes California. American Meteorological Society,
over the CART site will be the focus of the Boston, Massachusetts.

FY 1994 experimental part of the program.
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Doran, J. C., F. L Barnes, R. L. Coulter,T.L. Furger, M., and C. D. Whiteman. 1993.
Crawford,D. D. Baldocchi, D. R. Cook, "BoundaryLayer Heat Budgets from Wind
D. Cooper, R. J. Dobosy, L. Fritschen, R.L. Profiler/RASSData: A Feasibility Study."
Hart, L. Hipps, J. M. Hubbe, W. Gao, R.R. Presentedat the Third ARM Science Team
Kirkham, K. E. Kunkel, T. J. Martin, T.J. Meeting, March 1-5, 1993, Norman, Oklahoma.
Meyers, W. Porch, J. D. Shannon, W. J. Shaw,
E. Swiatek, and C. D. Whiteman. 1992. "The
BoardmanRegional Flux Experiment." Bull.
Amer. Meteor. Soc. 73:1785-1795.
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A Stratiform Cloud Parameterization for General Circulation Models

Principal Investigator: S. J. Ghan

Other Investigators: L. R. Leung, R. C. Easter, J. E. Penner,I'DC. C. Chuang, t') and
J. McCa@ I

Thecrudetreatmentof cloudsin generalcirculationmodels(GCMs) iswidelyrecognizedasa major
limitationin applyingthesemodelsto predictionsof globalclimatechange.Thepurposeof this
projectis todevelopa parameterizationfor stratiformcloudsin GCMsin tern_ of bulkmicrophysical
propertiesandtheirsubgridvariability.Precipitatingcloudspecieswill bedistinguishedfrom
nonprecipitatingspecies,andthe liquidphasewill bedistinguishedfrom the icephase.The sizeof
the nonprecipitatingcloudspecies,whichinfluencesboththe cloudradiativepropertiesandthe
conversionof nonprecipitatingcloudspeciesto precipitatingspecies,will bedeterminedbypredicting
boththemassandnumberof eachspecies.The AtmosphericRadiationMeasurement(ARM) Clouds
andRadiationTestbed(CART) facilitywill beusedto evaluatethe parameterizationof cloudsand
their radiativeimpactin GCMs.

FY 1993 Accomplishments Cloud Droplet Nucleation
Progress was made in FY 1993 on the follow- The ColoradoState University(CSU) bulk

ing projectobjectives: cloud microphysicsparameterization(Cotton
et al. 1986) was applied to PNL's GCM (an

• introducecloud dropletnumberas a prog- adaptationof the National Centerfor Atmos-
nostic variablein the parameterization pheric Research[NCAR] CommunityClimate

. Model [CCM]) in FY 1992. However, the CSU
• generalizea cloud dropletnucleationparamc- parameterizationprescribes, ratherthan predicts,

terizationto treat multipleaerosol types clouddropletnumberand, hence, does not treat
the influenceof aerosols on clouds. If droplet

• furtherdevelop a column cloud model for numberis to be introducedas a predicted vari-
evaluationof the parameterizationat CART able in the GCM, a computationallyefficient
sites treatment of dropletnucleationmust be devel-

oped. Such a treatment involves two tasks.
• further develop the subgridcloud First, the nucleationrate mustbe related to the

parameterization numberof aerosols activatedas cloudcondensa-
tion nuclei. Because most clouddroplets are

• evaluate the performanceof the cloud parame- formed when aerosols are activatednear the
terizationin a GCM with prescribedcloud cloud boundaries, we can express the droplet
droplet number, nucleationrate(NU,_) as

(a) Lawrence Uvermore National Laboratory, Livermore, NUw = "VeNV
California.

(b) University of Washington, Seattle, Washington.
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whereV is velocityandN iszero,exceptfor model. The parameterization predicts
inflowonthecloudboundarieswhenN equals the fraction of aerosols activated to
the numberconcentrationof aerosolsactivated, within 30% of the detailed simulations,

Wehavefoundthat it is importantto accountfor for aerosol number concentrations rang-
turbulentinflow,aswell asexplicitlyresolved ing from 50 to 5000 cm"aand updraft
inflow, because mixing processes will otherwise velocities ranging from 1 to 500 cm s1.
destroyclouddropletswithoutformingnew
droplets.Thetreatmentof turbulentinflow During FY 1993, the journal article was
shouldbeconsistentwith theparameterizationof accepted for publication and a second
mixingto ensurethatthe predicteddroplet was submitted (Ghan et el. 1993b) that
number doesnot exceedthe numberconcentra- generalizes the parameterization from a
tion of aerosolsactivatedascloudcondensation single aerosol type to multiple aerosol
nuclei, types.

The second task in treatingdropletnucleation
is to parameterizethenumberof aerosolsacti- Column Cloud Model
vatedintermsof thosevariablesthatcontrolthe An essentialtaskin the developmentof the
activation process. DuringFY 1992, a simple cloud parameterizationis its verification.
parameterizationof the process was developed Although some aspectsof verification will be
and a journal article was prepared (Ghan etal. achieved using climatological simulations with
1993a). Figure 1 illustrates the performanceof PNL's GCM, more control is possible by apply-
the parameterizationcompared with simulations ing the cloud parameterizationto forecast experi-
by an explicit size-resolving aerosol activation ments in the field. This project will utilize the

ARM CART facilities to provide boundary con-
ditions to drive a one-dimensional column cloud

NUMBER FRACTION ACTIVATED
modelandto provide cloud andradiationobser-

1.0 ' ' ' ' ;.a vationsfor modelverification.During= • •

.. .. , , FY 1992,thebasicelementsof the column
z
o o.8 modelwere constructedandusedto developthe

• =a =a • •

u cloudmicrophysicsparameterization(Ghanand<
o.6 .... Easter1992). DuringFY 1993,the same

,., parameterizationsof cumulus convection andN
_: . . radiative transfer used in PNL's GCM were also
w 0.4

..... applied to the column cloud model. A simplified,=
treatmentof the detrainment of condensed water

< 0.2
" from cloud tops was added to the cumulus

:- I

•, scheme. Cloud radiative properties were
o.o "-'........ expressed in termsof the simulatedcloud water

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 .0
andcloudicemassandnumberconcentrations.

SIMULATED FRACTION

FIGURE 1. Comparison of Parameterized Number Fraction Subgrid Cloud Parameterization
of Aerosols Activated with Number Fraction Simulated by a
Size-ResolvingAerosolActivation Model, for Aerosol The coarse resolutionof globalmodelsis
NumberConcentrationsRangingfrom50to 500om_and clearlyinadequateto resolvetheclimatically
Updraft VelocitiesRangingfrom 1 to 500 om e"I importantfeaturesof mostcloudsandcloud

systems.Subgridvariationsin cloudproperties
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andcloudprocesses must, therefore, be repro- lated global planetaryradiation balance is within
sented in global models. During FY 1992, a 10 W/m2 of satelliteobservationsfor both solar
statisticalformalism was developed that and infrared radiation. Simulatedcloud cover is
expresses subgrid-scalevariations in cloud high, approximately80%, because the model
microphysicalpropertiesin terms of idealized simulates extensive ice clouds that are too thin to
probabilitydistributions. During FY 1993, the be observed. Supercooled cloud dropletsare
Mellor-Yamadasecond-orderclosure scheme simulated at temperaturesas low as -15°C. It
was appliedto the liquid-phasecloudvariables in was suspected that supercooled droplets are not
the columncloud model. Both variance and simulated at colder temperaturesbecause the
mean cloud waterand rain are now predicted, explicitly resolved vertical velocities are weak
By assuming idealized probabilitydistributions andbecause the diffusive treatment of subgrid
for the cloudvariables, the influenceof subgrid vertical transport is inappropriatefor moist
cloud variationson cloudprocesses (autocon- plumes.
version and collection) is represented. Joint During FY 1993, we also began to explore
probabilitydistributionsfor cloud water and rain the prediction of clouddroplet numberin the
were introducedto treat the subgriddependence GCM. Some very short (24-11)simulationswere
of collection on cloud water and rain. The performedwith predicted droplet number,in
correlationbetween cloud water and rain is which the droplet nucleation rate is expressed in
treatedby assuming that most of the subgrid terms of resolved and turbulent airflow into
correlationis the result of differencesbetween clouds, anda prescribeddroplet numbernucle-
cloudy and clear air. ated. The simulated droplet numbervaries from

values much lower than the numbernucleated

General Circulation Model (whencollectionprocessesdepletedroplet

Theultimategoalof this projectis to improve number)to valuesupto butneverexceedingthe
the treatmentof stratiformcloudsinGCMs. To numbernucleated(whencollectionprocessesare
this end, duringFY 1992 and FY 1993, the weak). This lays the foundationfor application
CSU bulk cloud microphysicsparameterization of the droplet nucleation parameterization(Ghan
was applied to PNL's GCM. Further, the et al. 1993a, 1993b)once subgridvariations in
approximationsof Ghanand Easter (1992) were vertical velocity havebeen parameterized.
adopted to permit the use of much longer time
steps,andit wasfoundthat microphysicaltime Future Work
steps of 20 min are accurate, given the weak The following tasks are planned for FY 1994:
vertical velocities resolved by the GCM. Sub-
grid variations in clouds and cloud processes are s apply the cloud parameterizationto NCAR's
not yet treated in the GCM. Also, a simple CCM2 andperform a 3-year simulation with
parameterizationof the detrainmentof condensed prescribeddroplet number; compare simu-
water from cumulusclouds was applied, the lated cloud, precipitation, and radiation fields
diurnal cycle of solar radiation was added, and with surface and satellite observations
the Biosphere-AtmosphereTransferScheme
(Dickinson et al. 1993) was introducedto treat s complete the representationof subgrid varia-
the diurnalstorage of energy andmoisture at the tions in cloudmicrophysics; evaluate the
surface. One preliminary 30-day simulation with impact of subgrid variability on the clima-
prescribeddroplet numberwas performed, and it tology simulated by the GCM
was found that, without any tuning, the simu-
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s apply the droplet nucleationparameterization Transfer Scheme (BATS) Version 1E as Coupled
to the GCM andevaluate for prescribedaero- to the NCAR Community Climate Model. NCAR
sol distribution;compare simulated and Technical Note, NCAR/TN-387+ STR, National
observed cloud droplet number,as well as Centerfor AtmosphericResearch, Denver,
other cloud-relatedfields Colorado.

• evaluate the cloudparameterizationwhen Ghan, S. J., and R. C. Easter. 1992. "Compu-
appliedto ARM CART sites in a column tationally EfficientApproximationsto Stratiform
model; considerseveral verification strategies, CloudMicrophysicsParameterization." Men.
such as prescribing, rather than predicting, Wea. Rev. 120:1572-1582.
the cloud water field.

Ghan, S. J., C. C. Chuang, and J. E. Penner.
References 1993a. "A Parameterizationof Cloud Droplet
Cotton, W. R., G. J. Tripoli, R. M. Rauber, Nucleation. Part I: Single Aerosol Type."
and E. A. Mulvihill. 1986. "Numerical Simu- Atmospheric Research 30:197-222.
lation of the Effects of Varying lee Crystal
Nucleation Rates and Aggregation Processes on Ghan, S. J., C. C. Chuang, R. C. Easter, and
Orographic Snowfall." J. Clim. Appl. Meteor. J.E. Penner. 1993b. "A Parameterization of
25:1658-1680. Cloud Droplet Nucleation. Part II: Multiple

Aerosol Types." Atmospheric Research (in
Dickinson, R. E., A. Henderson-Sellers, and press).
P. J. Kennedy. 1993. Biosphere-Atmosphere
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Photometric Studies of Clouds from an Atmospheric Radiation
Measurement Site

Principal Investigators: C. D. Whiteman, J. M. Alzheimer, G. A. Anderson, and
W. J. Shaw

This project is developing a small tethered balloon sounding system to collect routine in situ vertical
broad-band radiometric profiles through the Earth's atmospheric boundary layer. The profiles will be

made to depths of up to 1500 m above ground level under cloudy and noncloudy conditions. The two
major technical objectives of this project are to construct a stable self-leveling platform that can keep
the radiometers horizontal, regardless of atmospheric turbulence, and to collect quality-controlled
radiometric data with known and stated error bounds.

The project approach has been to develop a stabilized platform that is carried in a tether-line

harness approximately 30 m below a small, helium-filled, blimp-shaped balloon. The platform is

stabilized by an automatic control loop that, through the use of motors and gears, endeavors to keep
the radiometers level despite turbulent motions and oscillations experienced by the balloon and tether

line. The platform carries both upward- and downward-looking solar and total hemispherical
radiometers. Measurements from these instruments allow downward and upward short-wave and

long-wave components to be determined, as well as all-wave net radiation. A commercial atmos-

pheric instrumentation package is carried on the balloon, so that balloon height, pressure, tempera-

ture, humidity, wind direction, and wind speed data are also collected for each sounding. The
radiometric and platform attitude (azimuth and elevation angle) sensor data are processed and stored

onboard using a small, lightweight, programmable data acquisition system. The meteorological data,
on the other hand, are transmitted to the ground at 403 MHz and are available during the balloon

profile so that the operator of the winch can monitor the developing meteorological conditions.
Efforts in FY 1993 were focused on flight tests designed to characterize the performance of the

stabilization system, testing of a theoretical model that determines the radiometric errors associated
with any residual tilt, reporting of the design and performance of the stabilization system, and
preparation of a follow-on proposal for further development of the radiometric sounding system.

FY 1993 Accomplishments ing to a model that PNL developed to determine

Initial flight tests were conducted to measure the radiometric errors associated with various
the performance of the Sky Platform and the tipping angles, is suitable for producing useful
Motion Sensing Platform, a separate platform vertical radiometric profiles. Motion Sensing

that directly measures the tether-line motions that Platform data collected during a series of flights
must be damped by the Sky Platform's stabili- allowed the separation of angular and lateral

zation system. The flights were conducted in a accelerations, velocities, and displacements to
moderately sheared wintertime boundary layer, characterize the tether-line motions. The Motion
For one flight, the automatic control loop Sensing Platform, however, appears to have

stabilized the Sky Platform to within 0.8 deg. of some internal vibration modes that differ from

horizontal, with oscillation standard deviations of those of the Sky Platform.

approximately 2 deg. This performance, accord-
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A r_iometric field experimentwas conducted TetheredBalloon Soundingsof BroadbandLong-
to test theperformanceof the theoretical model and Short-WaveRadiation." Preprints, Eighth
thatPNL developed to calculate the radiometric Symposium on Meteorological Observations and
measurementerrors caused by a residualtilt of Instrumentation, January17-22, 1993, Anaheim,
the Sky Platform. The radiometricdataverified California, pp. 175-180.
the model and confirmed the PNL original
platformoperatingspecifications. Alzheimer, J. M., G. A. Anderson, and C. D.

A 3-year researchproposal for furtherdevel- Whiteman. 1993b. "StabilizedPlatformfor
opmentand testing of the Sky Platformand TetheredBalloon Soundingsof BroadbandLong-
Motion Sensing Platform and for radiometric and Short-WaveRadiation." Presentedat the
researchwith this new tool at Cloud and Radia- Third ARM Science Team Meeting, March 1-5,
tion Testbed sites was writtenin FY 1993. 1993, Norman, Oklahoma.
Researchresultswere presentedat two confer-
ences (Alzheimer et al. 1993a, 1993b;Shaw and Shaw, W. J:, and C. D. Whiteman. 1993a.
Whiteman 1993a, 1993b;Whitemanet al. 1993). "Accuracyof RadiationProfiles from a Self-
The Sky Platform was demonstratedat one con- Leveling Balloon-BornePlatform." Preprints,
ference, and two journalarticles are in Eighth Symposium on Meteorological Observa-
preparation, tions and Instrumentation, January 17-22, 1993,

Anaheim, California,pp. 121-126.
FY 1994 Objectives

Future work will involve the furthertesting Shaw, W. J., and C. D. Whiteman. 1993b.
and improvementof the Sky Platformstabiliza- "Accuracyof Net RadiationProfiles from a Self-
tion system and the Motion Sensing Platform Leveling Balloon-BornePlatform." Presented
design andinstrumentation,field tests of the at the Third ARM Science Team Meeting,
operatinglimitations of the Sky Platform,testing March 1-5, 1993, Norman, Oklahoma.
of Sky Platformradiometersagainststandard
radiometers,procurementand modificationof a Whiteman,C. D., J. M. Alzheimer, G. A.
commercialtetheredballoon system for opera- Anderson, andW. J. Shaw. 1993. "Develop-
tion at a Cloud and RadiationTestbedsite, ment of a Balloon-BorneStabilizedPlatformfor
comparison of radiometricsoundingdatawith MeasuringRadiativeFlux Profiles in the
radiativetransfermodels, and preparationof AtmosphericBoundaryLayer." Presented at the
researchpapers. Third ARM Science Team Meeting, March 1-5,

1993, Norman, Oklahoma.
References

Alzheimer,J. M., G. A. Anderson, and C. D.
Whiteman. 1993a. "StabilizedPlatformfor
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Characterization of Cloud/Aerosol interactions with

Solar and Long-Wave Radiation

Principal Investigators: N. S. Laulainen, J. J. Michalsky) °DL. C. Harrison, q'DN. R.
Larson, and J. L. Berndt

The purposeof the QuantitativeLinks componentof DOE's ExpandedCarbonDioxide (C02)
Research Programis to quantify linkages between changes in atmosphericcomposition and the
temperatureof the planet. While significanteffortshave been made to understandexpected changes
in climatethat may result from an increase in CO2andother greenhousegases, there has also been a
growing recognitionof the role that clouds and aerosolshave in the regulationof the planetaryenergy
balance resultingfrom their interactionwith incomingsolar radiationand outgoing infrared radiation.
Clouds are importantbecauseat any given time they mask about half of the Earth'ssurface, greatly
reflect solar radiation, and moderatethe emission of long-waveradiation. Aerosols affect climate
both directly, throughreflectionof solar radiationaway from the planet, and indirectly, by acting as
condensationnuclei for the formationof clouds, which may alter the strucwre andoptical properties
of clouds. Betterunderstandingof these climatically importantand sometimesopposing effects is
neededfor improvingparameterizationsof radiativetransferin cloudy, turbid atmospheresfor use in
general circulationmodels and other relatedmodels.

The objective of the Network-BasedSolar andMeteorologicalCharacterizationof Cloud-Radiation
Interactionin Global Climate Modeling Projectis to investigatehow clouds andaerosols interactwith
long-wave andshort-waveradiationto regulatethe heating of the planet. To understandhow cloud-
andaerosol-inducedradiativeeffects vary in time, with cloud structureand type, for a midlatitude
continentalarea, a nine-stationnetwork (the QuantitativeLinksNetwork) was establishedin the
midwesternand eastern UnitedStates. Each stationis equippedwith a uniquelydesigned multifilter
rotatingshadowbandradiometer(MFRSR)to measuredirect normal, diffusehorizontal, andglobal
horizontalirradiancein six narrow-wavelengthpass bands. An additionalmeasurementin a broad
pass band, covering a large portion of the short-wavespectrum, approximatestotal short-wave
irradiance. Measurementsof downwelling long-waveradiationare madewith a pyrgeometeror preci-
sion infrared radiometer. Local ground albedo measurementsare made primarilyto identify the
presenceof snow. Standard meteorologicalmeasurementsof relative humidity, temperature,and
rainfall supplementthe radiationmeasurements. A majoradvantageof the experimentdesign for this
projectis thateach measurementstationcan operateindependentlyandunattended,with only periodic
maintenancechecks by site operators. The dataare retrievedautomatically,using telephone and
modem througha centraldataarchiving computersystem at PNL. This study is currentlyin the
fourthyear of a 5-year researchperiod.

(a) State University of New York at Albany.
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FY 1993 Results already plannedfor the AtmosphericRadiation
Specificobjectives accomplishedduring Measurement(ARM) programto accommodate

FY 1993 were 1) testing andcalibrationof the additionalmeasurementrequirementsof the
instrumentation;2) operationand maintenanceof Solar and InfraredObservingSystem planned for
the feld sites, includingthe diagnosis and ¢or- deploymentat the Southern GreatPlains CART
rectionof malfunctions;3) data collection and site in Oklahomaand Kansas. The Solar and
archival; 4) furtherdevelopmentand application Infrared ObservingSystem consists of a suite of
of data analysis techniquesto interpretthe meas- broad-bandradiationinstruments, the MFRSR,
urements; and 5) reportingof findingsat scien- and a data logger. In addition, PNL andSUN¥-
tiflc meetings and in joun.als. Albany completeda licensing agreementin May

The project is a cooperativeeffort between 1993 with Yankee EnvironmentalSystems, Inc.,
PNL and the AtmosphericSciences Research to produceand sell the MFRSR commercially.
Center (ASRC) of the StateUniversityof New An importantcriterionfor proper MFRSR
York at Albany (SUN¥-Albany). operationis thatthe receiving optics have a

cosine response(i.e., the response decreases as
Instrumentation the cosine of the angle of incidence). With this

The primary instrumentat each site is the response information, the direct normal irradi-
MFRSR, developed jointly at PNL andSUNY- ance componentcan be corrected. The accuracy
Albany. The instrumentwas described in a of the cosine correctionalgorithm was investi-
previous annualreport (Laulainenet al. 1992) gatedby comparingLangley plots (plots of the
and only the essential features are presented natural logarithmof the direct normal intensity
here. The MFRSR measurestotal horizontaland versus air mass path length)and aerosol optical
diffusehorizontalirradiancein six narrow- depths, determinedfrom observationsof direct

wavelengthpass bands and in one broad band normal irradianceobtainedfrom a direct beam
that is used to measure total short-wave irradi- radiometerconstructedfrom an MFRSR detector
ante. Direct normal irradiance is calculatedfor head, and that computedfrom the MFRSR-

each pass band by subtractingthe diffuse irradi- derived total and diffuse irradiancemeasure-
ance from the total horizontalirradianceand ments. The results of these measurementsmade

dividing by the cosine of the solar-zenith angle, duringlate 1992 are displayed in Figure 1. The
A microprocessoron the main circuitboard con- bias between the two instruments is smaller than
trois the band motion, acquiresdatafrom the or comparableto that expected from wavelength
MFRSRand auxiliary instruments,and corn- pass bands that are assumedto match to an
municatesvia a modem. Data acquisition,pro- accuracyof 1 nm. These results supportthe
cessing, and analysis are performedon Sun assertion that the cosine correctionalgorithm
SparcStation systems and graphics terminals, applied to the MFRSRobservationsdoes an
which are availableboth at PNL and SUNY- excellent job of reproducingdirect beam irradi-

Albany. ance measurements. Furtherdiscussionmay be
During FY 1993, in a collaborativeeffort found in Harrison et al. (1993).

with the U.S. Departmentof Agriculture, broad- To establish calibrationvalues for the
band measurementsof ultraviolet-B(UV-B) radi- MFRSRs, the filter/detectorswere characterized
ationwere added to three of the networksites, with an optical radiationcalibrator. Changes in
The additionalmeasurementrequireda modifica- instrumentcalibrationthat may have occurred
tion to the data acquisitionsystem that resulted duringthe past year were traced via the Langley
in increasingthe numberof availabledata techniquefor all clear days. Because optical
channelsfrom 16 to 32. This modificationwas depth retrievalvia Langley regression is often
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FIGURE 1. Comparison of Aerosol Optloal Depths Dodved

from a Direot-bmrn (DIRECT) MFRSR Module and MFRSR FIGURE 2. Looation of the Ouantltatlve Unks Network

Observations Taken in Late 1992 Sites with FY 1993 Sir Statiwtios on Data Retrieval Suooes=

Rate. Bars indioate data aoqulalUon as a fraotton of total

number of days of deployment. ATDD -, Oak Ridge,

complicatedby cloudtransitsandothertime- Tennessee,NationaleocenearidAtmoq)herloAdmlniatrmtlonlAtmoepheHo Tufbulenoa and Diffusion

varying interferences, all objective algorithm for Division; ASRC ,. Albany, New York, Atmoepherio

performingthese regressions was also developed Researoh Sciences Center; BSC = 81uefiald, West Virginia,

(HarrisonandMlchalsky1993). This isan WuefialdStateCollage;CORU= Ithao,,NewYork,Cornall
Univeralty; ISWS : Bondvtlle, Illinois, Illinois State Water

important capabilityif one wants to have a Survey; MUD ,- Oxford, Ohio, Miami University of Ohio;

robust means for providing comparable optical psu ,_ Pine Grove Mille, Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania State

depth retrievals from widely varying historical University;UDE-- Lewes,Delaware,University of
Delaware; and UME =, Howland, Maine, University of

data and for supporting large networksof Maine.
radiometers, such as the MFRSR.

Site Operation and Maintenance fromthe threedatasystemupgradeswereavail-
The installationof instrumentsat the nine sites able for replacingthose damaged. In all, some

of the QuantitativeLinks Networkwas corn- eight incidents of lightning damage occurred.
pleted in the fall of 1991. The nine sites

selected are shown in Figure 2. A descriptionof Data Management
the sites may be found in a previous annual The goals of the datamanagementtask are to
report(Laulainenet al. 1993). The Bondviile, aquirea completeand reliable atmosphericradia-
Howland, and OakRidge sites were selectedfor tion data set andto provide it to principal
the installationof the UV-B sensors and the data investigatorsand the scientific community in an
system upgrade. Each site is visited at least easy-to-useformat. PNL is responsiblefor pri-
annuallyfor instrumentcalibration. mary data collection and management. The

During FY 1993, the principalmaintenance QuantitativeLinks Network generates approxi-
problemwas caused by lightning strikes in the mately90,000 bytes of solar and atmospheric
vicinity of the instruments. The most severe radiationand meteorologicaldata each day. The
knockedout the Bondville and Oak Ridge units dataare transferredon nearlya daily basis from
for several months. Spare electronicsboards each of the nine stations to a host computerat
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PNL. Datamanagementsoftwareluterpretsthe Data Analysis end Interpretation
data film and convertsall of the datato In the previous annualreport(Laulainenet al.
character-formatfilm thatcontainone complete 1993), time-series datawere presentedthat
dayof dataper station. These day files are in a showed the effect of volcanic eruptionson aero-
genericform, readableby any computer,and are sol opticaldepth at a midlatitudesite. The time
easily ingestedby the "S-PLUS"statisticalanaly- series of residual aerosol optical depth was
sis software package currentlyused at PNL and extended with another year of data, as shown in
ASRC. ASRCprovidesthe correct mathemati- Figure 3. The effects of the two majorvolcanic
ca] functionsfor convening the raw outputinto events (El Chichon and Mr. Pinatubo)are clearly
calibratedengineeringunits. The dataare then seen. To highlightthe Mt. Pinatuboeruption,
permanentlyarc,hived at PNL. In the event that the dataare repiottedon an expandedscale, as
the PNL computer goes off-line, a redundant shown in Figure 4. The opticaldepth data were
system at ASRC retrievesthe data. derived from direct solar beam measurements

The performanceof each networkstationis using an earlier radiometer,the Mobile
assessed on a weekly basis by convertingthe Automated ScanningPhotometeras described by
datato physical units andplottingthem. If any Michalsky et al. (1990), at the Rattlesnake
stationmalfunctions, the appropriatesite atten- MountainObservatory,Richland, Washington.
dantis notifiedand given specific instructionson There are several interestingfeaturesto notice
how to returnthe station to normal operating in Figures 3 and 4. First, the success in remov-
condition. If necessary,a visit by a technician ing the seasonal backgroundis indicatedby the
from ASRC is arranged. The success ratefor deviations aroundthe zero residualoptical depth
datacaptureduringFY 1993 is representedin line after the El ChichonandNevado del Ruiz
Figure 2 by the bar graphs for each station. As eruptions, butprior to Mt. Pinatubo. Second,
mentionedearlier,data loss resultedmainly from the peak-smoothedextinction from Mt. Pinatubo
downtimecausedby lightingstrikes, is approximately30% greaterthan that of

Softwaredevelopmentefforts shifted to El Chichon and is consistent with values
furtherdevelopmentand applicationof data reportedby Dutton and Christy (1992). Third,
analysis softwarein FY 1993. An algorithmto similarto the behaviorof El Chichon, a
performthe Langley methodof atmospheric secondarymaximumis observed to occur at the
opticaldepth determination,includingcorrec- latitudeof the RattlesnakeMountainObservatory
tions for the cosine response of the MFRSRs, approximately1 year after the primary
was implementedfor the QuantitativeLinks Mt. Pinatubopeak. Fourth, the wavelength
Network, as well as for the Southern Great dependenceof the residualextinction, especially
Plainssite. The processed dataflies become the the anomalouslylarge values of extinction at
masterdata flies to be used by the project and 785 nm, appearsto be quantitativelydifferentfor
other ARM Science Team investigators. The Mr. Pinatubo, particularly for the secondary
masterdata flies are availablefor on=lineuse by maximum than for the other volcanic events,
onsite (PNL) investigators. Offsite investigators indicatingdifferencesin the evolution of the
can access the masterdata files throughrequests stratosphericaerosol size spectra. This behavior
to the data system manager and can receive is most easily seen in Figure 4. Furtheranalysis
copies via magneticstorage tapes, discs, or of this behavioris underway, anda paper is
electronic mail. being prepared for publicationin the open

literature.
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Because of its establishment 6 months after Other significant activities include the following:

the Mt. Pinambo eruption, but just prior to the

maximum stratospheric aerosol optical depth at • upgrading the remaining six Quantitative

northern midlatitudes, the Quantitative Links Links Network units to the 32-channel logger
Network will be able to provide valuable infer- during planned calibration visits
mation on spatial and temporal evolution of the

stratospheric aerosol. This will, however, • calibration of all radiation sensor units in the
require that the network continue to operate for spring and summer of 1994, including the

several years so that the background trope- precision infrared radiometers, assuming that
spheric aerosol burden and its seasonal variations the recalibration problems experienced with
can be established, the precision infrared radiometers in previous

In addition to the above analysis, two papers years are resolved

were prepared for publication (Harrison and
Michalsky 1993; Harrison et al. 1993) and three • reduction of clear-day data using the auto-
papers were presented at conferences this past mated data reduction technique developed at
fiscal year. One of these papers was on the ASRC

effects and time-dependent behavior of
Mt. Pinatubo aerosol and was presented at the • development or acquisition of additional
Optical Society of America's topical meeting on algorithms to extract aerosol-size distribu-
Optical Remote Sensing of the Atmopshere in tions, water vapor, and ozone total column

Salt Lake City, Utah, in March 1993 (Michalsky from the aerosol optical depth data
and Larson 1993). This paper describes the
Mr. Pinatubo aerosol optical thickness as a • reformatting of X-modem binary files
function of time as measured at three sites: retrieved from the MFRSR into midnight-to-

southeastern Washington; Boulder, Colorado; midnight multiday files to reduce the size of
and Albany, New York. Two other papers were the archive and conversion of binary files to
presented on the reduction in energy output of ASCII format, with the direct irradiance

the Solar Electric Generating System concen- corrected for receiver cosine-response, and

trating power plant in southern California engineering units
resulting from Mt. Pinatubo aerosol: one at the
American Solar Energy Society's annual meeting • development of procedures to detect cirrus
in Washington, D.C., in April 1993 (Michalsky clouds and their thicknesses; testing and
et al. 1993a) and one at a meeting of the Inter- application of reliable automated algorithms
national Solar Energy Society's meeting in that rely on the fact that cirrus clouds are

Budapest, Hungary, in August 1993. A corn- highly variable, transparent, and yield size
plete techical version of these two papers has distributions that are very different from
been accepted for publication in Solar Energy aerosol-size distributions

(Michalsky et al. 1993b).
• investigation of optical depths for opaque

Future Work cloud cover; detectionof opaquecloudsby

The major effort in FY 1994 will focuson the nulling the direct beam component;accumu-
continueddevelopmentand applicationof data latingstatisticson their frequencyand
analysis software. Analysis of data with respect thicknesses as measured by the diffuse

to the Mt. Pinatubo eruption will continue, irradiance component
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• search for correlationsbetween the measured Harrison,L., J. J. Michalsky,andJ. L. Berndt.
parametersandthe downwelling short-wave 1993. "AutomatedMulti-FilterRotating
andlong-wave irradiances, and, as they ShadowbandRadiometer: An Instrumentfor
become available,between surfaceradiative OpticalDepthandRadiationMeasurements."
fluxes andsatellite-derivedtop-of-atmosphere Appl. Optics (in press).
long- and short-wave fluxes

Laulainen, N. S., J. J. Michalsky,L. C.
• applicationof various numericalanalysis Harrison, N. R. Larson, and J. L. Berndt.

packagesto seek trends, categories, or 1992. "Characterizationof Cloud/Aerosol Inter-
variabilitypatternsin the measuredand actions with Solar and Long-WaveRadiation."
derived parametersof radiation,such as In Pacific Northwest Laboratory Annual Report
cumulativefrequencydistribution for 1991 to the Office of Energy Research,

Part 3: Atmospheric and Climate Research,
* submissionof a paper on the effects of the PNL-8000 Pt. 3, Pacific NorthwestLaboratory,

Mr.Pinatuboeruptionto Geophysical Richland, Washington,pp. 41-46.
ResearchLetters.

Laulainen, N. S., J. J. Michalsky, L. C.
• presentationof a paper on optical depth Harrison, N. R. Larson, andJ. L. Berndt.

measurementswith the MFRSRover the 1993. "Characterizationof Cloud/Aerosol Inter-

QuantitativeLinks Networkat the American actionswith Solar and Long-WaveRadiation."
Meteorological Society Meeting in January In Pacific Northwest Laboratory Annual Report
1994 for 1992 to the Office of Energy Research,

Part 3: Atmospheric and Climate Research,
• preparationof a paper on aerosol optical PNL-8500 Pt. 3, Pacific NorthwestLaboratory,

depth measurement and diffuse to direct Richland, Washington,pp. 36-43.
irradianceratiosfor submissionto

AtmosphericEnvironmentor Journalof Michalsky, J. J., andN. R. Larson. 1993.
Applied Meteorology. "Time-DependentBehavior of MountPinatubo

Aerosol." Optical Remote Sensing of the
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Second-Generation Model

Principal Investigator: J. A. Edmonds

The objective of the Second-GenerationModel (SGM) project is to develop the scientific basis tO

make and bound projections of futureenergy-relatedemissions to the atmosphereof carbondioxide
and other radiativelyimportantgases.

FY 1993 Accomplishments by simplyrunninga .BAT file. MicrosofP
DuringFY 1993,workfocusedon the con- Excelmacrosweredevelopedthatspeedthe

tinued developmentof the SGM, improvements printing of major results and present essential
on SGM Version0.0 (includingsoftware informationin a graphicformat. In preparation
enhancements),furtherdevelopmentof the U.S. for the majormodel revisions to be undertaken
database, and creationof internationalmodules, over the next several months, an analysis of

model memoryrequirementswas madeandstrat-

Improved Data Sets egiesto reducetheserequirementswere
The U.S. data base was furtherdeveloped in developed.

an iterativeprocess that resulted in the improved
quality of the baseline scenario. Automatingthe Added Sectors and Functions
developmentof inputdata sets continued. The A series of tax cases was developed. A new
inputdata sets for prices and technologywere facilities tax and an investmenttax credit were
mademore compactandeasier to modify using addedto the tax capabilitiesof the model. Work
an object-orientedconceptual framework. Using has begun on implementingdetaileddemandfor
the new compactmodel inputfile structure, energy services. Workon the design for
model inputswere extendedthrough the year Version0.5 of the model continues, with cons/d-
2100. Work on debugging these input files was erable progressmadeon the householdpartof
initiated. Developmentof a new methodto enter the design. Modificationsto the emissions
new technologies into the model was completed, module were made to produce estimates of con-
Biomass- andcoal-based gas and liquid sub- ventional air pollutant emissions. Further
sectors were addedto the model inputdataset. modificationsincludedadaptingthe model so the

latest U.S. Census midrangepopulationforecast
Enhanced Software and Council of Economic Advisors' gross

Several new options for recyclingcarbon tax nationalproduct trajectory could be replicated by
proceeds were developed and implemented, the model. The model inputs have been ex-
Modificationsto the computercode were made panded to include sinks, global warming poten-
to facilitate running large batchesof cases and tial taxes, and additional technologies. Cons/d-
analyzingthe results. Issues with respect to the erationof how to integratewater and land into
underlyingtheoretical behavior in the model the model continued.
were solved and implementedas part of the
baselineprocess.Modificationsweremadeto Initiated/Completed InternationalModules
the overall process of executing the model, so During FY 1993, five internationalmodules
that it is now possible to execute a series of runs were initiated or completed: Western Europe,
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India,Japan, China, andKorea. Each of the office for 4 to 6 months, beginning in
modules is discussedseparately. November1993 to complete the module.

• WesternEurope--Mr.RichardBaron of • China--Mr.Zhao Song from the China
Centre Internationalde Recherche sur Energy EfficiencyCenter in the Peoples
l'Environnementet le D_veloppment in Republicof China arrived in February 1993.
France ended his visit to PNL's Washington, Withhis help, work began on the dataset for
D.C., office in November 1992. During China;this dataset has almost been
FY 1993, he continuedwork on developinga completed.
Western Europemoduleunder subcontract to
PNL. This module should be up and running • Korea--Dr.Tae Yong Jung of the Korean
by the end of his projected visit in January EnergyEconomics Institutevisited PNL's
1994. Washington, D.C., offices in June 1993 and

began work on the Koreandataset. During
• India-Work on the India dataset began in the second visit in November 1993, the

November 1992 with the arrival of Professor Koreanmodulebecame operational.
Pryadarshi RampasadShuklafrom the Indian
Instituteof Managementin Ahmadabad, Negotiationswere begun with the PragueCenter
India. The referencecase modulewas up and for Energy Efficiencyon developing a module
runningin the summer of 1993, and the data for EasternEurope.
have been developed and improvedsince that In addition, Dr. RonaldD. Sands spent
time. The SGM needed to be modified to 6 weeks in the Netherlands visiting the Dutch
allow for the significantdifferencesbetween NationalInstitutefor Public Healthand
the Indian andU.S. economies. Work has EnvironmentalProtection, working on agri-
begun on a case studyof regional air quality culturalandeconomic modeling issues in
regulationeffectsof greenhousegas emis- IMAGE II, the new Dutch global change model.
sions. Professor Shuldais under subcontract

to continuehis supportof these efforts. FY 1994 Objectives
In FY 1994, the programwill focus on the

• Japan--A collaborativeagreementwas estab- implementationof SGM Version0.5; the con-
lished with Japan's NationalInstitutefor tinueddevelopmentof internationalmodules,
EnvironmentalStudies (a governmentagency) includingthe completionof modulesfor Korea,
in December, and Mr. Akira Hibiki visited Japan, Canada, Mexico, andWesternEurope;
from the institutein May 1993. Mr. Hibiki andthe establishmentof an internationalSGM
will be visiting PNL's Washington,D.C., center in Seoul, Korea.
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Carbon Dioxide Ocean Research

Principal Investigators: J. P. Downing, W. E. Asher, D. W. Denbo, and E. D.
Skyllingstad

The goals of the CarbonDioxide (COz)Ocean Researchprojectare to develop improvedmodels of
ocean processes for climate researchandnew methods for estimating the carbon fluxes in the surface
layer of the ocean. The objectives for FY 1993 were to l) complete air-seagas-exchange experiments
in an outdoorwave tank; 2) make large eddy simulationsof oceanic convection and surfacelayer
mixing, using the Ocean Large Eddy SimulationModel (OLEM)developed in prior years; and
3) develop new technologies for measuringCO2in seawater. Majorprogress was made toward all of
these objectives. First, constructionand testing of an OLEM were completed and full-scale geo-
physical experiments were undertaken. During this past fiscal year, OLEMwas used to understand
the effects of wind, Stokes drift, and organized motions on mixing of the surfacelayer. OLEM was
also used to determine that the Coriolis force and thermobaric effects are both essential mechanisms

in modeling deep convection. Second, the first highly successful gas-exchange experiment in a large
outdoorwave basin was completed. Third, work was completed on a new seawatersample container
for CO2analysis andfour automated CO_analyzers were delivered for the DOE-fundedglobal CO2
survey.

FY 1993 Accomplishments to be significant,and3) surfacefilmsappearto
The following sections give the details of the have a larger effect on gas invasion than on

progressmade on the above objectives in evasion. In the process of mobilizing for a
FY 1993. second wave basin experimentin early FY 1994,

the developmentof two new instrumentswas

Air-Sea Exchange of'CO, completed: a void fraction meter that measures
Field experiments were completedat Wild the fractional volume of gas bubbles in near-

Rivers Waterpark, Irvine, California, to measure surface waters and a system for recordingthe
gas-exchange velocities for sulfurhexafluoride size distributionof near-surfacebubble
and helium, bubble void fraction, microwave populations.
emissivity, and foam coverage underrealistic
breakingwaves. The analysisof datafrom the Convection, Surface Processes, and
GeorgesBankdual-tracerexperiment,conducted Convection Parameterizations
in April 1990,wascompleted.Together,the The three-dimensionalversionof OLEM is
GeorgesBankandWild Riversdataprovide completelyfunctional,andfull-scalegeophysical
excellentsupportfor ourmodelrelatinggas- experimentationonoceanicconvectionand
exchangevelocitiesandwhitecapareain the surfacelayermixingprocessesisunderway.
openocean.Theresultsrevealedthatthe Improvementsmadeto OLEM duringFY 1993
1) lineardependenceof gas-exchangevelocityon includethe additionof droguesfor flow
whitecapareadeterminedin the laboratory visualizationandinvestigationsof advection
appearsto holdfor theopenocean,2) totalgas effectson localdiffusionandheattransfer. The
tensioneffectson bubblesizedistributionappear droguesprovidethe capabilityto studythe
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responseof naturalandman-made particlesto R/V Thompson,duringa World Ocean Circula-
hydrodynamicforces in greaterdetail. Com- tion Experiment(WOCE)cnlise to the Bering
parisonsof convectionsimulationsby OLEM Sea andthe North Pacific Ocean. While on this
with observationsof convectionin the cruise, 2200 seawatersamples were collected
atmosphericboundarylayer showed that, with andanalyzed for CO2. The results of the
full rotation,OLEM mimics the atmospheric seawateranalyses providethe first CO2 dataever
datavery well. This is very encouraging obtainedin the Bering Sea and an excellent
because these dataprovide the only knowntest opportunityto compare CO2profiles from the
involvinga real geophysical flow, unboundedby NorthPacific Ocean over a 20-year period.
physical modelwalls, or a limitednumerical Constructionof the facility for evaluatingthe
domain. Recentlycompletedexperimentssug- stabilityof pressure, conductivity,andother
gest that parameterizationsof convectionin sensors at deep-oceanpressures was completed.
climatemodels may have to include full rotation Work was also completedon a new seawater
and thermobariceffects to correctlysimulatethe sample containerfor the CO2Science Team.
timing and magnitudeof episodic convection in a This containeris made from a plastic/metal/
coupledgeneralcirculationmodel, plastic trilaminatematerialandhas an innovative

OLEM also successfully simulated Langmuir fittingthat allows samples to be collected and

circulationsanddemonstratedthe importanceof dispensedwithout wast!ngseawaterfor rinsing.
the Stokes driftparameterizationand the result- Short-termstorage of seawaterfor CO2analysis
ing organized vertical motions on the behaviorof was successfully demonstratedby the Scripps
the mixed layer. It is particularlynoteworthy Institutionof Oceanography.
that whenthe Stokes drift is included in the

model physics, it overwhelmsother effects in Plans for FY 1994
driving subgrid-scalemixing andsubstantially In the coming fiscal year, plans are to
increasesthe depthto which turbulentmomen- complete a second gas-exchange experimentin
tum exchangepenetratesin the mixed layer, the wave basin at Wild Rivers Waterpark. This
The work on OLEM has made it very clear that experimentwill include the first set of con-
new field datawill be needed in FY 1994 if currentmeasurementsof gas-exchangevelocities,
detailed and crediblevalidationsof the model whitecap area, turbulence, andmicrowaveemis-
results can be made. Therefore, plans for sivity ever madeunder controlled conditions.
FY 1994 includea controlledfield experimentto Process studies with OLEM will be completed,
providethesedata. focusing on the effects of Langmuir circulation

on surfacelayer mixing and upperocean struc-
002 Survey Support and Technology ture in the equatorialPacificOcean. Additional
Developments experiments will be completed to delineate the

Ms. LindaS. Bingler spentmore than 45 days climatic factorsthat influencedeep convection
at sea with scientists from the University of anddeep water formation.
Hawaii and Universityof Miami, aboard the
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Improved Parameterization for Deep Convection Processes in Ocean
General Circulation Models

Principal Investigators: T. Paluszkiewicz and R. D. Romea

Other Investigators: E. D. Skyllingstad, D. W. Denbo, L. F. Hibler, and K. Strauss

A one-dimensionalpenetrativeplumemodelwasconstructedto parameterizetheprocessof deep
convectionin oceangeneralcirculationmodels(OGCMs). In conjunctionwith the developmentof
the parameterization,the ModularOceanModel(MOM) (Pacanowskiet al. 1991)andtheParallel
OceanClimateModel(POCM) (SemtnerandChervin1988)wereconfiguredfor theNordicSeasand
theprocessof preconditioningwassimulatedto developa suitabletestbedfor theparameterization.

Theresearchin FY 1994will completethe incorporationof the parameterizationin theOGCM.
Sensitivitytestswill beperformedto determinewhetherthe presentmethodof usinga restoring
boundaryconditionon temperatureandsalinitywill sufficefor climatestudiesor whetherfull
thermodynamicfluxeswill berequiredto triggerdeepconvection.Theparameterizationwill be
testedfor eventscalesof orderyears. Wewill alsotestthe parameterizationon longertimescalesby
collaboratingwith theComputerHardware,AdvancedMathematics,andModelPhysicsProgram
(CHAMMP) investigatorsat the LosAlamosNationalLaboratorydoingdecadallengthsimulations.
The ultimategoalof FY 1994isto incorporatethe improvedphysicsintoanOGCM thatcouldbe
usedinglobalclimateresearchand,consequently,improvethedeepwaterproductionprocess
importantto the carboncycleandclimatemodeling.

FY 1993 Accomplishments One-Dimensional Parameterization
Thegoalsandobjectivesaccomplishedover The developmentandtestingof a one-_

this past fiscal year were the following: dimensionalpenetrativeplume model (OPPS;
Ocean ParameterizedPlume Scheme) thathas the

* completionof the one-dimensionalvertical capabilityto parameterizethe process of deep
mixing model to parameterizedeep convection open-oceanconvection in a vertical grid column

of an OGCM was completed. The purpose of
* testing and comparison of the one-dimensional this parameterizationwas to improve OGCM

model's performanceagainstother models and simulationsby includingthe physics of deep
againstobservations penetrativeconvection (thermobaricconvection)

anddeep waterformation,without addingthe
* investigationof the sensitivity of precondi- complexityof a full, large eddy simulation

tioning to differentforcing, in comparison (LES). Accordingly,requirementsfor the model
with theoretical models were the following: the essentialphysics must

be parameterized in an OGCM grid volume, the
Q preparationof the parameterizationand the code must be compactandfast, andthe model

OGCM for inclusion of the parameterization, should interfaceseamlessly with the OGCM
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from time step to time step. As a consequence comparisonwith the LES model results of
of this last requirement,the OGCM andthe one- Denbo andSkyllingstad(1992). The LES model
dimensionalmodel interactcolumnby column was initializedwith hydrographicsections from
only through the state variables T(z) andS(z) in the GreenlandSea, as was OPPS, and the time
a grid column (where T is potentialtemperature, evolutionwas compared. The comparisonwith
S is salinity, andz is a vertical coordinate). The this model gave insight into the ability to
one-dimensionalmodel rearrangesthe thermo- simulate stronglythermobaricevents; the depth
dynamicvariables vertically, consistentwith of penetration,the evolution of the properties,
vertical stabilityrequirementsand has no and the time scale of the onset all compared
"memory"of previous time steps, favorably. Finally, the parameterizationwas

To accomplish this, the parameterization tested againstexisting vertical mixing parame-
scheme takes the temperatureandsalinity terizations, such as the Kraus-Turner-Killworth
profiles of OGCM grid boxes andsimulates the (KTK)buoyancy-forcedmixed-layer model.
subgrid-scaleeffects of convection using a one- The OPPSmodel compared well with the KTK
dimensionalparcel model. The one-dimensional modelunder general conditionsand was able to
model moves waterparcels from the surface performunder stronglythermobaric conditions,
layerdown to their level of neutralbuoyancy, whereas KTK is unable to correctly simulate
simulatingthe effect of convective plumes, thermobaricpenetrativeconvection.
While in transit, the plumes exchange water with
the surroundin_environment;however, the bulk Oceanic General Circulation Model
of the plume watermass is deposited at the level Simulations

of neutralbuoyancy. Weak upwelling around The MOMs and POCMs were prepared for
the plumes is includedto maintainan overall the simulationof preconditioningin the Nordic
mass balance. The process continuesuntil the Seas. Using POCM, we simulated theprecondi-
negative buoyant energyof the one-dimensional tioned gyre by using a combinationof heat flux
vertical column is minimized. The parameter- and wind forcing. The wind forcing had the
ized plume entrainmentrate, which plays a strengthandcharacteristicsof the strong, low-
centralrole in the model physics, is calculated pressuresystems that have been found in the
using modified equationsbasedon Turner's GreenlandSea (Legutke 1991). The precondi-
(1973) entrainmenthypothesis. This scheme tioning of the Gulf of Lyon region in the
differs from the convective adjustmenttech- MediterraneanSea was also studied. These
niques currentlyused in OGCMsbecause the simulationsrevealed that the scale of the

parcels penetratedownwardwith the appropriate preconditionedgyre and the preconditioning
degree of mixing with the environmentuntil they response time varied, as expected, with the
reach their level of neutralstability. Rossby radius. As a consequence, the simula-

The one-dimensionalmodel was tested against tion of preconditioningis sensitive to the
observationsby initializingthe model with resolutionused in the model.

hydrographicdataand testing the ability to The behaviorof the gyre-scale circulationand
reproducethe time series of hydrography its responseto variouswind andheat flux
(Figure 1). The dataare from the Greenland conditionsis in agreementwith the theoretical
Sea Project (GSP)stationD-6. The one- model of Romea (1976). Topography,cooling,
dimensional model is initializedwith the GSP and cyclonic circulationare the essential
datafrom Februaryand then correctly simulates ingredientsfor preconditioning. Neither cooling
the evolutionof the deep mixing. In addition, nor a cyclonic circulationalone will bring about
the one-dimensional modelwas tested furtherby the elevation of the pycnocline that is necessary
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to weaken the vertical stabilityandfacilitate in use by other CHAMMP investigatorswill be
deep convective events, furtherinvestigated.
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